Corn in New England.
That there will be a New England
Corn Exposition in 1910 U now well
assured. The exhibit!* will not only
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position was recently held in the office
of Secretary Ellsworth of the MassaλU «y best work warranted.
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chusetts Board of Agriculture. All the
a few farmer* fully appreciate states were
Ouly
represented, and full plans
H. P. JONS3,
the value of apples as a part of the feed were made for
incorporating and getting
for cowa.
Some will even tell you the
well started. Repreexposition
Dentist,
they "dry cows up." This erroneous sentatives of the business interests of
MAIN·.
notion haa probably been formed by Boston and of Worcester were
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present,
their cows breaking into their orchard·, and made offers of financial aid if the
Hour·—9 to 1»—1 to 4.
and
of
of
fond
bungty, exposition c< uld be brought to their
and, being
apples
and not having the fear of dyspepsia cities. The matter of loaation was left
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and diarrhea before their eyes, gorging with a committee, who will at onoe view
Cj
themselves nearly to the berating point, the different buildings offered and deAttorney at Law,
cloying their appetites for a day or two, cide the matter as may seem best.
MAINS.
NOKWAT,
and bringing on the scours. The fault
A large number of fertilizer, farm maCollections a Specialty. was not in the
H ne Block.
applet·, but in gormand- chinery and oorn products manufacturizing. Should those same cows have got ers were present and each made liberal
at the meal box, or the grain bin, the) offers of
Jt l'AKK.
t I HitilCK
special prizes. The Bowker
1
would have injured themselves as badl> Fertilizer
offers $1,000 in oasb,
Company
at
Law,
Attorneys
I have divided into two
as when foundered on apples.
premiums, one-half to
MAIMS.
always fed apples to cows giving milk, the exhibitor producing the largest yield
I'KTHSL,
and always with good results. They are an acre and one half to the one raising
Sllarj C. Park.
\80B I· H wrick.
worth more when fed to cows than when the
largest amount of food products an
made into cider.
These products are to include the
acre.
I have proved the value of apples as protein, sugar, starch and fat in the keri
food for cows, by actual experiment. nels
only. The various implement
As soon as they began to fall, they were manufacturers can be relied on to do
and
fed
bv
the
barn
to
drawn
Wain St., Norway, Me.
picked up,
equally as well. Miss Anna Barrows,
myself. About four quarts were given of the Teachers College of Columbia
to each cow for the first few feeds until
University was present and spoke for
the animals became accustomed to them, corn as an article of food and said that a
then the quantity was gradually increas- decided stand should be taken to remove
ed to a peck fed twice a day. Previous the unfounded prejudice against oorn
to beginning feeding apples the cows from fear of
pellagra. Miss Barrows
had been receiving a four-quart ration will
give a demonstration in connection
of
oz
ground grain, principally with the exposition. The Boston Λ
(4 lb., 3
)
corn, then selling at fl.80 per 100 lb. Maine, New York, New Haven and HartLead
meal taken away, and ford and the Boston ά
s
the
of
With
oue-half
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Pipe
Albany railroads
a peck of apples substituted in its place, were
represented, and promises of active
and Iron.
there was no falling off in the quantity
co-operation on these roads were assured.
of milk produced, nor in the amount of
Taken all in all, this meeting was one
Telephone 194-11.
cream produced, as determined by the
of the most enthusiastic the writer evei
scale in the side of the Cooley cans, and attended. The different state reprethe color of the cream indicated that it sentatives are now busy working up
J. WALDO
was just as rich in butter fat as former- sentiment and
laying plans for gathering
ly. The ration of meal which bad been exhibita. Each state will compete withfed was worth 7 1-2 cents. One-half in itself and, in addition, will have an
saved by feeding a peck of applet· would
opportunity to compete with every
be 334 cents—call it only 3 1-2 centa; other state in the general premiums and
"empl· Street, rear Maaonic Block,
wa*
barn
in
the
of
a
bushel
then
apples
in the sweepstakes. Those who believe
NORWAY worth 14 cents cash to feed to cows. 1 in corn and in making the farms more
sphOM Oonnaotion.
for
a
bushel
a
picking
paid boys penny
self-supporting, should at once get busy
up the apples, which would leave 13 and get in touch with their state officers.
cents clear as the value of the apple·.
They aro as follows: B. Walker McThe value of apples w is found to be Keen,
Fryeburg, for Maine; Professor F.
still greater when fed to hogs than W.
Durham, for New HampTaylor,
when fed to cows. I fed a bushel of
shire; O. L. Martin, Plainfleld, for Verin
the
of
lot
a
small
hogs
apple· to
mont; J. A. Ford, Amherst, for Massamorning when their appetites were keen, chusetts; H. J. Wheeler, Kingston, for
and they were all eaten before noon. At Rhode
Island; Q. C. Fauton, Weetport,
noon they were fed three pecks of mill for Connecticut.
Experiment stations
feed, and when they had eaten it up will place instructive exhibits, and the
clean, were given another bushel of display of machinery for handliog corn
apples, and at dark three pecks of mill will be very large and âne. There will
feed. The two feeds of ground grain be
daily lectures and demonstrations,
weighed 51 lb. and were worth at that which will add much to the educational
flx
to
the
time 91 cents. It is not easy
features.—B. Walker McKeen In Tribexact value of the apples, because it is une Farmer.
as
fast
fattened
that
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not certain
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when more than half their diet was apBedding and Rest.
bave done had their
would
as
they
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There were twenty-five horses in a
But apfeed been all ground grain
that was
parently they fattened as fast as any of stable not far from Boston
visited one Sunday
morning. Tbe
my hogs ever did when their rations
of the
were
wholly ground grain, and when horses were a fair average lot and in
killed were found well fattened, and as kind need in delivery wagons
FOR
of them were in
heavy as usual for hogs at that age. I general business. Most
know by trial, that without the apples reasonably good working order, and the
the hogs would have eaten rather more stable bad the appearance of being well
than 68 lb. of ground grain each day, or kept.
Of the twenty-five horses in tbe stable,
would have required 17 lb. more in
.» », ticl» ainarbed.
of the two bushels of apples. twenty-four were standing up and just
place
v·.» K«ii*l at One·.
Seventeen pound· of feed was worth one was lying down. In twenty-four
in one
-*Jil *, 8»x>thes,
30 1-2 cents, and according to this cal- stalls there was no bedding;
One doesn't
ta
I»ud prolvctS
culation, which I believe ie correct, ap- there was a good supply.
itaaed UltilUt. »
be a wizard to guess that the
ples were worth over 15 cents per bushel have to
.ulting frum Catarrh find drive* when fed to hogs. With cheaper grain, horse that was getting a needed rest
■M iu th« Head quickly.
was in tbe small stall with tbe bedding.
of course, apples would bo worth less.
Full size
tu» of Tiist* aiul Smell.
were
deprivYoung cattle, and horses, are jest as All the other horsesbe the being
mail.
or
». ar
best part of
Liquid
by
Druggist*
fond of apple· as cows aud hogs. After ed of what might
l'ttlm for use iu atomizers 75 eta.
tbe
opportunity
having been fed apples at the same time their Sunday—namely,
men», 56 Warren Stret-t, New York.
off legs and feet
as the cows for a week, one of our of taking their weight
and
more than
have
that
all,
usually
horses would neigh and paw to manifest
his anxiety to be served as soon as he they can do to stand tbe strain of tbe
E. W.
to the week-day wear and tear.
saw me feeding feeding apples
In another stable there is a horse that
There is no danger of farmers
cows.
He is
having too many apples, if they will works in a single grocery wagon.
take care of them and feed them to their between the s hafts three days, but every
stable.
live stock. If part of the farm is a hill- fourth day he remains in the
! will furnish DOORS anil WINDOWS of an.·
him exactly tbe
side,'there is the place for the orchard. Each morning brings
8U« or Htyle at reasonable price».
there is absolutely
There is a natural drainage there. The same breakfast, and
hillside is more difficult to cultivate, and nothing in the care given that tells
is to go out or stay in.
subject to erosion when kept for tillage. him whether he how
to keep his own
But he knows
with trees it oan be
When
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kept
gullying calendar, and every fourth morning, when

he has finished eating, he lies down in
comfort on the plentiful supply of bedding which is kept under every horse in
Something New for Maine.
stable at all times; and be frequentBecame of the rapid influx of popula- that
down the better part of the day.
tion all through the southwest the rail- ly stays
In still another stable there are pairs
roads have been co-operating along a
of horses that are used half a day and
practical line looking to the develop- rested the other half. Encouraged by
ment of tbe resources of the several
of bedding, they have formed
regions. To-day this movement is well plenty
habits of resting their legs and feet at
nigh covering the country and it is a
source of satisfaction to be able to re- every possible opportunity.
There is an old saying that a good city
port this as tbe level of progress all horse could use
up four sets of legs and
through the east and to be set in motion
feet. This means that a large part of
in Maine at once.
bis bodily strength and endurance is
In the new office of tbe Ifaine Centra!
wasted because lameness and suffering
as
known
offices
of
a
suite
at Portland
wear out tbe unfortunate animal long
under
the
"Industrial
the
Department,"
before his time. "His shoulders is all
direction of a trained body of workers,
savin* his legs," was the way one
ban been opened. It will investigate gone
stableman described the condition of a
tbe
in
of
industry
every department
horse who had worked his body muscles
state, especially those that are in touch,
to piece· in trying to ease tbe strain on
near or remote, with this transportation
will be his battered legs and feet.
system. Particular attention
As in tbe case of watering at night,
given to the betterment of agricultural the extra
expense of giving a day-time
conditions and it is proposed to show
with
for fruit bed to a horse is slight, compared
tbe excellent opportunities
benefit gained from tbe rest
the
growing. Conditions are unsurpassed and great
the
chance for repairs given
legs.
for apple culture. Tbe fruit raised can
The good that comes out of this is rebe made superior to even the Pacific
whole
of
the
the
condition
flected in
coast apples and at tbe same time grown
body; and all who own horses should
more economically.
for needed rest is
chance
this
that
see
Under the changed conditions of the
their horses whenever they are in
last few years it is even suggested that a given
the stable. A horse will not lie down on
sufficient beef supply for this section
stable planks unless worn and weary becan be grown at less cost than in the
the point where it is right to use
West.
Certainly tbe experiment is yondanimal.—Rider
& Driver.
worth making. In short, Maine is to be any
treated as a state still only partially developed, agriculturally and otherwise, President Believes In Agriculture.
which is really its actual condition.
In a speech made before tbe school
This is the first extended effort of the children of a city io Texas, President
kind in New England and the largest Taft said in part as follows, and it is enfield for a trial of tbe experiment. couraging to know that he would eduEfforts will be made, uot only to im- cate tbe boys and girls on the farm to
for the people al- see tbe beauties of country life:
prove the conditions
I
''You here live on agriculture.
ready on tbe ground, but also to attract settlers from outside, by an ex- sincerely hope that you are not growing
the
business
ploitation of opportunities which Tbe up with the idea that it is your
The
to go into tbe towns and cities.
west can no longer improve upon.
a
future of the American boy, in my judgnew department is not likely to be
It is organ- i&ent, is largely involved in his pursuing
mere perfunctory bureau.
ized for business. Tbe measure of its the science and profession of tbe farmer.
service will be simply that of tbe spirit When you look forward just consider
of co operation on tbe part of the work- that you are going to follow along tbe
Old ideas must be shattered, course of onr fathers and that you are
ers here.
old conceptions put one aide. Tho going to make this country or some
world is moving in another direction other country blossom as the rose. The
and Maine is to receive a new baptism tendency toward the city is not one that
under tbe pressure of latter day meth- we ought to encourage. I hope that tbe
ods. Every man wants to help and is development of the comforts of country
needed to insure results. Join the pro- life is such that we may look forward
cession and help set the ball in motion. now to a lessening of the movement to—Maine Parmer.
ward large cities. The place for us to
accomplish things is the country. The
cities will take care of themselves."

Jersey Breeders' Meeting.

All Work
Guaranteed.

The Oxford and Cumberland Counties
Tbe farmer has time these long evenJersey Breeders' Association will meet
at South Waterford Grange Hall, Wed- ings and bad days to work bis brains
A little out of the way nesday, Feb. 10, 1910, 10:30 A. u. Pro- and broaden bis vision by reading, planning and studying. He has time to
gramme:
but it pays to walk.
«■IS,

WATCHES. CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY.

With Dr. Parnteniar, Norway, Maine.

[astern Steamship Company.

fl.OO.
fl.OO.
Turbio· Steel Steamer CAMDEN and
Steel Steamer GOVERNOR DINGLEY
leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, week
day· at 7 P. M., for Boston.
first Class Far·
lUUrMW

1.
>

meeting.
Discussion by member·, "Jersey Famille·
Business

St Lambert, ». C. Shaw.
Golden Lad, H. W. Kvans.
Tormentor, ▲. L. Sanderson.

History." by R. W. Redt Lecture,-Jersey
Instructor.
man. aaatslant

Dairy

Discussion on the worm of the association
H.
for tbe ysai, opened by President
W. Evans.
All breeders of Jersey cattle invited.
C. 3. Hamlin, Sec.,
Harrison, Me., R. F. D.

5.

:

to write letters that
should have been written long ago. I
know some farmers living handy to the
village store who spend every evening
and bad day loafing. This is too much
of a good thing. I believe in dividing
the time np a little better. The fellow
who has no desire to Improve his mental qualities, or to figure ont why be has
not made maoh money In the past year,
might at least spend a little time in doing things for the oomfort and pleasure
of those he loves.—Farm Journal.

weigh problems

ana

The white-feathered broilers always
in
have tbe more attractive appearance
Here is a new plan for killing mites on
show
market, as tbe pin-feathers do not
poultry roosts: Take two pieces to
birds.—
on
do
dark-plumaged
as they
R«turnlaae
make a roost seven-eighths Inch thlok and
Leave Union Wharf, Boeton, week Farm Journal.
two inohee wide; bevel the edges a Utile,
and nail together, not too close, and set
day· at 7 p. m., (or Portland.
A nest egg make· a nest more attractall congretbe
of
up on edge. The mites will
at
ticket·
on
eale
Through
prinoipal ive to most hens, especially
in the seam between the two pieces.
ohina
railroad atatioc·.
the
gate
eggs.
like
We
smaller breeds.
for a Pour kerosene In the groove formed by
Aa egg eater will pick at them
Freight rates ae low aa other linea.
the bevel on top, and you have them
a
bad
«a
job.—
it
and
up
give
little bit
J. V. LISCOMB, General Agent,
dead.—Farm Journal.
Farm Journal.
Portland, Me.

"Do these uieu ail conduct separate
drives?" lie Inquired.
"All but Proctor and old Heinzman
They pool in together."
"Now," went on Newmark, "if wt
were to drive the whole river, how
could we Improve on that?"
"In the first place we wouldn't nee<3
I could run the rivet
so many men.

The Riverman

practical agricultural topic
ta solicited.
Address all oommunlcaUoae U
leaded for this department to Umr D
Kamxosd, Agricultural Kdltor Oxford Dem
ocrai. Parla, Me.
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on 300 easy enough. That saves wages
and grub on 200 right there. And, oi
course, a few Improvements on the
river would save time, which in oui

By
Stewart
Edward White

ν

bring Daly's logs down for?"
Orde fell into deep thought

"I suppose somewhere about a dolat last He looked
up a trifle startled. "Why," he cried,
"that looks like big money I A hun-

lar," he announced

dred per cent!"
Newmark smiled.
"Hold on," said he. "I don't know
anything about this business, but I
In the first
can see a few things.

her shoulder.
smiled at them
Soug followed song, at first quickly,
then at longer intervals. The girl still
sat at the piano, her bead thrown
over

ΓΗ INK I'll go see Jane Hubbard
this evening," Orde remarked to
I his mother as he arose from the
table.
Every Sunday Jane Hnbbard offered
to all who came a "Sunday night
lunch." and the refreshments were
the guests themselves.
served by
Orde found about the usual crowd
gathered. Jane herself, tall, deliberate
In movement and In speech, kindly
and thoughtful, talked in a corner
with Ernest Colburn, who was Just
out of college and who worked in a
V
I

Orde.

bank.

back idly, ber bands wandering softly
In and out of melodies and modula-

place, close figuring will probably add

few cents to that dollar. And then
all our Improvements will be valueless
after we've got through using them.
You said yesterday they'd probably
stand us in $75,000. Even at a dollar
profit we'd have to drive 75,000,000 beÀnd, of
fore we got α cent back.
course, we've got to agree to drive for
a little less than they could thema

selves."

"That's so,"

looked upon
only he missed the Incubus. Searching the room with his eyes, he at
length discovered that Incoherent, desiccated. but persistent youth vis-a-vis

Orde."
Orde bowed ceremoniously. The girl
Inclined gracefully her small head
The lncubue.
with the glossy hair.
his sallow face twisted in a wry
smile, held to tbe edge of his chair
with characteristic pertinacity.
"Well, Walter," Orde addressed him

genially,

"are

time?"

you

having

a

good

"Yes, Indeed!"
His chair was planted squarely to
ixclude all others. Orde surveyed the
situation with good humor.
"Going to keep the other fellow from
getting a chance, I see."
"Yes. Indeed!"
Orde bent over and. with great ease,

lifted Incubus, chair and all. and set
hlui fuclng Mignonne Smith and the
croquet ball.
"Here. Mignonne." said he. "I've
brought you another assistant."
II<> retnrued to tbe lamp to find the
her dark eyes alight with amuse·

fill,

meut watching him Intently.
"Walter Ik a very bright man in his
own line." said Orde. swinging forward a chair, "but he mustn't be al-

lowed any monopolies."
"How do you know I want him eo
summarily removed?" the girl asked

him.
"W^'l." argued Orde. "I got him to
eay all he ever say β to any girl, 'Yes,
Indeed!' βο you couldn't have any more
Besides, 1
conversation from him.
want to talk to you myself."
"Do you always get what you waut?'

Inquired the girl.
Orde laughed.
"Any one can get anything he wants
if only he wants It bad enough." he

asserted.
"Some people," she amended. "HowI will eveu flatever, I forgive you.
ter you by saying I am glad you came.
You look to have reached the age of
discretion. I venture to say that these
idea of a lively evening Is to

boys'

throw bread about the table."
Orde flushed a little. The last time
he had suppod at Jane Hubbard's that
was exactly what they did do.
"They are young, of course," he said,
"and you and I are very old and wise."
"Now, tell me. what do you do?"
"What do I do?" asked Orde.

sled.

"Yes.

Everybody

does

puz-

something

out west here."
"I'm a river driver Just now."
"A river driver?" she repeated.
"Why, I've Just been hearing a great
deal about you from Mrs. Baggs."
"Ob!" said Orde. "Then you know
what a drunken, swearing, worthless

lot of toughs we are. don't you?"
"Tlipre is Hell's Half Mile." she reminded him.
"Oh. vos," said Orde bitterly, "there's

Hell's Half Mile! Whose fault Is that?
here!
My rlveçmen'e—my boys? Look
If
I suppose you couldn't understand It
But suppose you
you tried a month.
nine
were working out In the woods

Tht mocking had gone from
and mouth.

hind a Jam it Just Hps things. Oh,
what's the use talking? A girl doesn't
know what It means. She couldn't un-

derstand."

"I think I begin to understand a little," said she softly. "But they are a
heartless class In spite of all their

they7"
"Heartless!" exploded Orde. "There's

courage, aren't

kinder lot of men on earth. There
Isn't a man on that river who doesn't
chip In Ave or ten dollars when a man
Is hurt or killed, and that means three
or four days' hard work for him. And
be may not know or like the injured
no

man

at all.

Why"—

"What's all the excitement?" drawled Jane Hubbard behind them. "Can't
In our
you make It a to be continued
next? We're most starved."
"Yea, Indeed Γ chimed the Incnbua.

The company trooped out to the dining room, where the table, spread wltb
all the good things, awaited them.

To Orde's relief no one threw any
bread, although the whole hearted fan
the
grew boisterous enough before

close of the meal.
In spite of her half scornful reference· to "bread throwing" Miss Bishop
joined with evident pleasure In the

badinage.

After the meal was finished Orde,

1

was

note.

"This Just

ger,"

he

came

explained.

her eyet

Aren't Heluzman's
one otber thing.
rollways below most of the others?"
"Yes, 1 believe they are," said Orde.

"And,

messen-

THE

like a child's.
He hesitated and stammered awkwardly. "It was so still and soothing
It made me think of the river sometimes about dusk. What was It?"
"It wasn't anything. 1 was impro-

of the river and the locations of the

railways to estimate closely the time
It would take to drive them.
At last Newmark expressed himself

&s satisfied.

"Now, Orde," said he, "here Is where

vising."

pou come in. li s
Interout and
view these men
and get their
con tracts for

"You made It up yourself?"
I love
"It was myself, I suppose.
to build myself a garden and wander
I'm glad
on until I lose myself In It.
there was a river in the garden—a nice,
still, twilight river."
At this moment the outside door
opened to admit Mr. and Mrs. Hub-

driving
next

now

your juu

w

"I know It," stated Newmark posi-

tively.

-"But If be refuses to deliver the logs
court of law will"—
"Law!" cried Newmark. "Refuse to
You don't know that kind.
deliver!
There'll
He won't refuse to deliver.
and
Just be a lot of inevitable delays,
bis foreman will misunderstand, and
no

all that."

Orde nodded, bis eye abstracted.

here,
Orde objected, "you can
talk business to
"Look

bard, who bad. according to their usual
Joe,"
Sunday custom, been spending the

evening with a neighbor. The company began to Irenk up.
Orde pushed bis broad shoulders in
·>*·*.! 1 Tllulinn fmni

them better than
I can."
"Not a
bit,"
negatived New-

thft nth.

era.

"Are you staying here?" he asked.
"I'm visiting Jane."
"Are you going to be here long?"
was Orde's next question.

mark.
"They
don't know me
from Adam, ahd
they do know
We've got
you.

"About a month."
"I am coming to see

"We've got to carrt
this thing through."

plnno again,

her bead

rid of the nuisance of it, let alone
If you'll draw
it done cheaper.
your contract and bring It in here,
sign it. I suppose you'll break out

side, playing with painful
and accurate exactness a simple one
one

finger melody.

was

"I've

"Mother," said he abruptly,
met the girl I want for my wife."
Grandma Orde sat up in bed.
"Who Is she?" she demanded.
"Her name is Carroll Bishop," said
Orde, "and she's visiting Jane Hub-

that about

rollways?

What does

"Why," explained Orde, with a slight
stare of surprise, "when the logs are
cut and hauled during the winter they
are banked on the river banks and
even In the river channel itself. Then,

when the thaws come in the spring,
these piles are broken down and set
afloat In the river."
"I see," said Newmark. "Well, but

why shouldn't

we

of it?'

undertake that part

"It would hold back our drive too
much to stop and break rollways."
The next morning they took the
early train for Monrovia, where were
situated the offlcee of the nine other
lumber
Orde

THE

next eveniug on reaching
home Orde found that Newmark bad preceded him by some
few moments.
After supper Orde led the way up
two (lights of narrow stairs to his

way committed himself nor

an

out

he. "and three more practically

Newmark.
"And I'm putting Id my everlasting
reputation," said Orde. "If we tell
these fellows that we'll get out their
logs for them and then don't do It I'll
be dead around here."
Newmark pursued the subject. "I've
uo objection to telling you about myself. New York born and bred; experience with Cooper & Dunne, brokers,
Money from a legacy.
eight years.

$2 a thousand feet. He's the only big
manufacturer up here. 1 suppose it

costs the other nine firms from two to
two and a half a thousand."

Newmark jotted down figures.

our logs here for $2.26, why,
that Is better as re can do It, but bow
do ve know you vlll do It?"
'TU guarantee to get them here all

deliffer

yoa|

had time to do any figuring?"
"Well." replied Orde, "1 have a rough
Idea." He produced a bundle of scrlbbled papers from his coat pocket. "I
take Daly as a sample, because I've
been with his outfit. It costs him to
run »ud deliver bis logs 100 miles ubout

a sure

Proctor and Heinzman are
slower than molasses about everything
and mean as pusley, and Johuson's up
In the air. the way he always Is, for
fear some one's going to do him."
But Heinzman oiTered a new problem for Orde's consideration.
"I haf talked with Proctor." said he.
"and ve like your scheme. If you can

thing.

speak

to."
Orde nodded gravely.
"Now." said Newmark, "hare

expressed

In getting two more promises of con
tracts and two more deferred Interviews.
The following morning also he was
much encouraged by the recptlin
his plan.
"That's four contracts already." said

"Well," said he, "Pre made up my
mind today to go in with you. It may
not work out, but It's a good chance.
I don't know who you are nor how
much of a business man you are, but

No relatives to

opinion.

MI vill see Proctor," said he.
Orde, rather exhausted, returned to
The two had lunch
find Newmark.
together, after which Orde succeeded

room.

Parents dead.

companies.
separated

from Newmark to
spend the rest of the morning with
Heinzman, a very rotund, cautious person of German extraction and accent.
Heinzman occupied the time in asking
questions of all sorts about the new
enterprise. At 12 he had not in any

[Chapter

|
|

right" laughed Orde.

"But what Is your guarantee good
for?"
persisted Heinzman blandly.
"Suppose the logs are not dellffered—
what then? How responsible are you

financially?"

"Seventy-five thousand dollars."
"If you rill give a bond for the performance of your contract," pursued
Heinzman, "that vould be satisfac-

tory."

Ocde's mind was struck chaotic

the reqaest

removed his bat. He saw these thiu^.s
and In imagination tbe far upper
stretches of the river, with the mills
and yards and booms exteuding for
miles, and still above them the marshes
and the flats where the river widened
below the Big Bend. That would be

the location for the booms of the new
company—a cheap property on which
the partners had already secured a
valuation. To right and left stretched
tbe long Michigan coast, with hills
topped with the green of twisted pines,
firs and beeches, with always Its beach
of sand, deep and dry to the very edge.
After be had cooled he arose and
made his way back to a pleasant hardwood forest of maple and beech. Orde
walked slowly farther and farther into

by

—

of her willowy figure.
As though directed by some unseen
guide, her course veered more and
more until it led directly to the spot

said Newmark.
Orde went on:

where Orde stood.

"I got Into your
a

When she was
within ten feet of

lit-

tle too."
"How's that?"
asked Newmurk.
spearing a baked

Orde

plump

the seems to think
Vcti you put it
market comeuiul nue we have α pretty
mcgood show."
on

and

your memoranda,"

down

the nose 011 your face that he thinks
the proposition a good one aud Is trying to get control."

no!" cried Orde, astounded.
"Orde, you're all right on the river,"
laughed Newmark, "but you're a babe
at this game."
"But Helnzman Is honest," cried
Orde. "Why. he Is a church member
and bas a class in Sunday school."

"Oh,

01
"HelloI" the uald

here?"
A faint shade of annoyance crossed
her brow.
"Oh, I could ask the same of you,
and then we'd talk about how surprised we are, world without end," said
she. "The Important thing is that here
Is sand to play In, and there Is the lake,
and here are we, and the day is charming, and It's good to be alive. Sit dowu
and dig a hole! We've all the common
days to explain things In."
Orde laughed and seated himself to

Without further talk and
to scoop
out an excavation between them, piling the sand over themselves and on
«ither side as was most convenient
As the hole grew deeper they had to
lean over more and more. Their heads
face her.

quite gravely they commenced

Newmark's mouth
quietly with amuse-

of

^acks

Newmark laughed.
"So now he knows that If w· forfeit
the bond he'll have controlling Interest," he pointed out. "But what 1
can't make out Is why he's so sure

tnau's overcoat"

Orde followed her In silence. She
seomed to be quite without responsibility In regard to blm, and yet an oc-

casional random remark thrown in his
direction proved that he was uot for
Finally they emerged from
gotten.

we'll have to forfeit"
"I think he's just taking a long shot
at It»" suggested Orde, who seemed
ftnally to have decided against New
mark's opinion.

the beech woods.
She turned aud waved her hat at the
beech woods falling somber against

He has some good reason
we won't dellrer the logs.
Why does he Insist on putting In a
date for delivery? None of the others

the lowering sun.
*Goodby," she said gravely, "and
pleasant dreams to you. I hope those

"Not he.

for thinking

"I don't know,"

replied

V

very saucy little birds won't keep you
awake." She looked up at Orde. "He
was rather nice to ua this afternoon,"
she explained, "aud it's always well to
be polite to them anyway." She gazed
steadily at Orde for slgus of amuseHe resolutely held hla face
ment

Orde.

"You say you surely can get the
drive through by then?"
Orde laughed.
"Sure! Why. It gives me two weeks'
leeway over the worst possible luck I
:ould have. You're too almighty suspicious. Joe."
Newmark shook his head.
"You let me figure this out," said be.

[TO

sympathetic.

I

BE CONTINUED.

]

FRAUD ORDERS.
Our Postoffice Inspectera
Protect the Public.
When u jicrsou or lirm (hat Is un*
beknowu to the postotlle»» Inspectors
to receive large quantities of let-

Th·

Way

gins

the Inspectors

ters

begin

to

Investi-

of the
gate. They visit the olUce
If
can
cern and learn what they
t legitimate and honest business

case

α

sometimes brushed ever so lightly;
were twitching
She
their bands perforce touched.
ment.
looked up hnpplly at Orde, thrusting
some
to
he
Is
buy
"Besides,
going
the loose hair from In front of her eyes.
stock." added Orde after a moment.
! She arose to her feet, shaking the
"He was bluffing," said Newmark,
aand free from her skirts. "Now let's
"because he wanted to find ont bow
"1
somewhere else." she said.
much stock would be Issued. You tqld go
Can we
think through these woods.
him It would be a hundred thousand
get back to town this way?"
dollars, didn't you?"
"Th* In tuber
"Yes." replied Orde.
"Wfiy-yes, I did."
say that the woods are the poor

does."

"Ineubl." answered Newmark.
"Thanks," said Orde gloomily.

cern.

"Why, Miss Bishop!" cried Orde, finding his voice. "What are you doing

1

"

con-

it is
it is

to be delivered,
The next move for the Inspectors Is
and
to visit the persons whose names
addresses were taken from the letters
and to get from them the correspondence of the supposed fraudulent con-

chcerfully.
gray veil and the
down turned brim of the hat, looked
up smiling into his.

"It's got me," he confessed.
"What do you mean?" asked Orde In

corners

sank

crosslegged at ills
feet.
Orde stood quite
motionless, overcome by astonishHer face,
ment.
Its long oval
framed in the
bands of the

said Newmark.
He frowned over the three simple
Items for some time.

The

'busses ?'

permit them

"Hello!" she
said cheerfully
and unsurprised

Kewmnrk paused, his potato half-

surprise.
"It all looks queer to me. Ileiuz
man's got something up his sleeve.
Why should he take a bond with thr.t
security from us? If we can't deliver
the logs, our company falls; that
makes the stock worthless; that makes
the bond worthless—just when It Is
needed. Of course. It's as plain as

looked
Into her

eyes.

way to Lis plate.
"Kind of him." snld he after a mo"I>id he sign a contract?"
ment.
"It wasn't made out." Orde reminded him. "I am lo bring it In Monday."
They ute hungrily, then drifted out
into the office again, where Orde lit a
see

remembered it he had made Just one
consecutive speech that afternoon.
"Joe," said he to Newmark, "what's
Isn't It
the plural form of Incubus?

"shady,"

could see something besides the
top of her hat.

"Helnzman said
he'd buy some ot
He
our stock.

cigar.
"Now, let's

to leave that to us. You've been very
nice this afternoon, and It's helped a
lot. Good night."
Orde, however, walked back to the
hotel in a black rage with himself over
what he termed his iinheelllty. Α·< lie

not Interfered with. Hut If It leaks
If It happens to be η mining
reor land scheme that offers large
turns upon the Investment of money,
so
the Inspectors abstract a dozen or
of the incoming letters from the mall,
of the
get the names and addresses
writers and then reseal the letters and

him she at last
raised her bead
so the young man

potato.

"

gate

clined to go in.
"I want to thank you," she said.
"You did not ouoe act as though you
thought I was silly or crazy. And you
didn't try, as all the rest of them
would, to net silly too. You couldn't
have done It. Oh. you may have felt
She smiled oue of her
it—I know!"
smiles. "But men
and
quizzical
qualut
aren't built for foolishness. They have

ly,

this wind.
lie caught
Orde watched her idly.
himself admiring the grace of her deft
and sudden movements and the sway

y es,"

department

Orde.
"At the Bennetts'."
They said little more until the BenOrde dewas reached.
netts'

A fresh breeze darkened the blue
velvet surface of the water, tumbled
the white foam hissing up the beach,
blew forward over the dunes a fine
hurrying wist of sand and bore to
Orde at last the refreshment of the
wide spaces. A woman, walking slowbent her head against the force of

business, but he bated like the devil
to pass up hie
rules—you know
how those old
shellbacks are."

up
I'll

that mean exactly?"

bard."
"Tee, but who is she?" Insisted
Grandma Orde. "Where Is she from?"
Orde stared at her In the dim light.
"Why, mother, blest If I know that!"

pointed

I

That evening, well after G, Orde returned to Newmark to take dinner.
"Well, I've got 'em all," said Orde
with
as soon as the waitress bad gone
"But the best stroKe or
the order.
I roped
business you'd never guess.

get

the
Reaching his home, Orde walked
roll
ways?"
confidently to the narrow stairs and
"No," said Orde. "We hadn't thought
Subconsciously he
ascended them.
of doing more than the driving and
avoided the creaking step, but outside
You'll bave to deliver
his mother's door he stopped, arrested distributing.
the logs In the river. Maybe another
within.
by a greeting from
after we get better organized,
"That you, Jack?" queried GraDdma year,
we'll be able to break rollways."
Orde.
"That was smooth enough sailing,"
For answer Orde entered. He made
exulted Orde to Newmark.
out the great square bed and divined
"Yes," pondered Newmark. "What
the tiny figure of his mother.

I'll risk It"
"I'm putting In $20,000,"

It re-

vay'--the little German
beamed up at him, swinging his fat
legs as the office chair tipped back—
"you vill l»e selling some of the stock
to raise money. Is It not so?"
"Yes," agreed Orde.
"How much vill you capitalize for?"
"A hundred thousand," replied Orde.
"Veil," said Heinzman. "ven you put
It on the market come and see me."

you." announced to carry this thing through at first on
"Good uight."
our face."
He took her hand, dropped it and
"All right," agreed Orde. "I'll start
followed the others into the hall, leav- in on
Daly."
ing her etanding by the lamp. She
The following morning Daly listened
had
door
watched him until the outer
attentively.
closed behind him. Jane Ilubbard, re"Well, Jack," said he, "I believe you
turning after a moment from the hall, can do It. I'd be only too glad to get
found her at the

SUNDAY

afternoon Orde, leaving
Newmark to devices of bis own,
walked slowly up the main
turned to tbe
right
street,
down one of tbe shaded side resideuce
streets tbat ended Anally in a beautiful glistening sand bill. Orde seated
himself on the smooth, clean sand and

isfactory.
"By the

Orde.

slightly

isη

mighty good way

"H'm

"I cume dowu with Jane uud .Mrs.
see Mr. nubbard off on
the boat for Milwaukee last night."
she told him. "Of course we had to
wait over Sunday. Mrs. Hubbard and
June had to see some relative or other,
but I preferred to take a walk."
"Where are you staying?" asked

Hubbard to

"Good!" approved Newmark briefly.
"It was really pretty decent of the
little Dutchman. He agreed to let us
Of
put up our stock as security.
If we
course that security le good only
win out, and If we win out, why, then
he'll get his logs, so he won't have any
So It's Just one way
use for security.
of beating the devil around the bush.
the
He evidently wanted to give us

cut."

"Good nlr/ht."
The place Isn't of so much Importance,
It's the life one Is
It seems to me.
It's whether oue finds her
called to.
soul's realm or not that a place is livable or not."
Orde looked out over the raw little
village with a new interest.
Her whole aspect seemed to have
changed with the descent into the conof the village Street. The

ventionality
old, gentle, though self contained fS^
serve had returned.

In Helnzman."

their

winter's

as

to break

on."

cited two and a quarter as the agreed
price; specified the date of delivery at
Helnzmun and Proctor's booms; named
$25.000 as the amount of the bond, to
be secured by $50,000 worth of stock
in the new company. This looked sat-

new partners, as soon as
Orde bad released himself from
She turned to him, and be saw thar
Daly, gave all their time to
the mocking had gone from her eyes
working out a schedule tit tolls.
and mouth, leaving them quite simple, Orde drew on his intimate knowledge

agreed,

was

out his own rollways?"
"You
"I see," said Orde slowly.
think be Intends to delay things enough
so we can't deliver on tbe date agreed

out!" cried Orde.
"Make your contrn:t out according
to these terms, then," said Heinzman,
handing him a paper, "and bring it In

the slip.

of course. It was

usual, that Heinzman

haf talked It ofer, and ve are agreet
that the probositlon is a good one;
also ve think It Is veil to help the
siyoung fellers along." He laughed
lently in such a manner as to shake
himself all over. "Ve do not vlsh to
be too severe, and yet ve must get our

over

"How would you like to live in a
that all your life?" asked
Orde.
She weighed her
"I don't know."
words carefully. "It would depend.

place like

"I thought so!" cried Newmark, with
approach to exultation as
he ever permitted himself. "Now, just

through

a

light of

as near an

"I suppose you would not be prepared to gif a bond."
"I hardly think so."
"Veil, suppose ve fix blm this way,"
went on Heinzman, clasping his bands
over his rotund stomach and beaming
his spectacles: "Proctor and 1

"Sure!"

persistent tapping

evening.

"Certainly."

It was from Heinzman and requested an immediate Interview. Orde delayed only long enough to get Mr. Welton's signature, then hastened away.
Heinzman he found awaiting him.

"Now, I call that

a

cast across the vista a sleepy

tbe river?"
"Yes, sometimes," said Orde. "Why?"
"Then
they might obstruct the
river?"

only hope they

by special

awakened by

the door. He lit the gas and ad*
mltted Newmnrk in bis nightgown.
"Orde," said he briefly, "didn't you
tell me the otber day tbat rollways
were piled both on tbe banks and in

ou

Better get
won't spread the idea.
those other contracts signed up as soon
is we can."
Orde started out early the next morning, carrying with blm duplicate contracts.
About 11 o'clock a clerk of the Wei·
ton Lumber company entered Mr. Welton's private ofltee to deliver to Orde a

Monday."
Orde glanced

tlooe. Orde dually saw only the shimmer of ber white figure and the white
outline of her bead and throat.- At
last her bands fell in ber lap. Sbe sat
looking straight ahead of ber.
Orde came to her.
"That was a wonderfully beautiful
thing," said he. "What was it?"

scare

Hell's Half Mile. Say. you've seen water behind a Jam, haven't you? Water
power's a good thing lu a mill course,
where It has wheels to turn, but be-

crestfallen.

this matter of expense thoroughly and
establish our schedule of rates to submit fo the different firms."

months of the year. Suppose you slept
In ri>ush blankets on the ground or in
bunks, ate rough food, never saw a
woman or η book, undertook work to

risked
your city men up a tree,
a week In a
your life a dozen times
tangle of logs, with the big river roaring behind Just waiting to swallow
you; saw nothing but woods and river,
were cold and hungry and wet and so
tlrod you couldn't wiggle. And then
where there
suppose you hit town,
were all the things you hadn't had,
and the flrst thing you struck was

agreed Orde,

ahead without them.

ery. Orde himself shut bis door, tbe
imile still oo bis lips. With a sigb be
fell asleep. Some time In tbe night be

"However," said Newmark briskly
as he arose, "there's good money in it,
logs on time. So if you glf us a bond
os you say.
Now, how soon can you secured with stock in the new comto us."
leave Daly?"
pany that would be satisfactory
Orde's face cleared.
"By the middle of the week."
"That's good. Then we'll go into
"Do you mean that, Mr. Heinzman?"

standing In the doorway,
quite the usual thing,

with η stranger. Orde made out the
white of her gown in the shadows, the
willowy outline of her small and slender figure -and the gracious forward
bend of her head.
"So you're back at last, are you,
Jack?" drawled Jane In her lazy, good
natured way. "Come and meet Miss
bishop. Carroll. 1 want to present Mr.

We would

money.

mean

not need so many separate cook outfit*
and all that. Then, too, if we agreed
to sort and deliver we'd have to build
sorting booms down at Monrovia."
"Suppoee we bad all that What,
for example, do you reckon you could

with determination, made tils way to
Sbe turned to
Miss Bishop's side.
the piano, struck a few chords, and
then, her long bands wandering idly
and softly up and down the keys, she

"

would

case

But bedtime found him without a
solution. He retired to bis room under fire of Orde's good natured rall-

"How much of a bond?" be asked.
"Twenty-fife thousand vould satisfy
as," said Heinzman.
Orde bunted up Newmark.
"Heinzman bas sense," said Newmark dryly after bearing Orde's story.
"I wns wondering if ordinary business
caution was unknown out bere."
"Nobody would go on my bond for
tbat amount."
"Mine either." said Newmark. "We'll
Just have to let them go and drive

"Now 1 think we'll go home," said
•be.
They made their way to the edge ot
the sand hill. The low slanting sun

With this the Inspectors "molfe"
and either cause the arrest of

the dishonest persons or cause a
"fraud order" to be Issued against IL
A "fraud order" Is simply an order
made by the postal authorities at
Washington declaring that such a

business Is fraudulent and warning
the public against sending money to
It After that each letter coming addressed to that concern Is stam[>cd

"fraud" In red Ink acroes Its face uud
returned to the sender.
Thousands of schemes for defraud-

ing

the

public

lias been

stopped by

postal authorities, and they

are

the watch for them.—Kansas
Star.

on

the

always

City

Louia th· Magnificent.
As soon as be rose be was dressed
by bts valet in a coat of blue cloth.
Two little epaulets of gold cord were
sewed to the cloth. Under the coat
was alwas a white waistcoat, which
most entirely bidden by the ribbons
His
and Wide sashes of bis orders.
satin breeches ended In a pair of blgh
boots or gaiters of red velvet, which
came

above the knees and were more

supple than leather, for the thickness

leather on legs that were often
from gout would have created
too much friction. Ue made a great
point of these boots. He tbc:;gbt that
tbey made him look like a general,

of

paluful

at any moment to spring upon
horse, though tbls was a physical
Impossibility to blm since be was
much too fat and too luOrm. He iu>eu
powder with α view to biding the
white locks of age. and tbls gave his

ready

a

complexion

an

appearance of

youth.—

From "The Return of Louis XTIII.,"
by Gilbert Stenger.

Telling the Time.
His borse had lost a shoe, and as It

was being replaced by a Somerset
blacksmith be asked the time. "I'll

tell 'ee presently, sir," said tbe man.
Then be lifted a bind foot of th·
borse and, looking across It attentive-

!y, said, "Half past 11."
"How do you know?" asked Cole-

ridge.

"Do 'ee think 1 bave shod horses all
what
my life and don't know by sign
time It ls7'
Tbe poet went away puzxled, but re-

turned In tbe evening and offered tbe
blacksmith a shilling to sbow blm bow
be could tell tbe time by a horse's
boof.
"Just jod get off your horse, sir.
Now do 'ee stoop down and look
through tbe bole In yon pollard ash
«ad joq'11 lee tbe cbnrcb clock."

{
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Coming Events.
March 1—Oxford Pomona Grange, Wert Pari.-.
7—Town meeting.
Part.-.
S.—Supreme -Judicial Court, South
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Petition fur Discharge.
1 Can Get You Cash for Your Farm.

Changes in Laws Affecting Towns.

last winter stirred the
up considerably, and made a
good many changes which atiect the relations of the towns and the state in one
Our town meetings
way or another.
will shortly be here, and it is well to
look at a few of the things done by the
legislature, because very few have been
able to grasp the full significance of all
there was in the large volume issued as
the result of the legislative session of
1000.
It may be said to start with, that
much of the remodeling of statutes was
due to a desire to make the wild lands
of
pay more nearly a proportional part
the general expenses than was possible
under existing conditions. To accomplish this constitutionally was a problem
on which much thought was expended.
The method which was finally adopted
included one feature of which legislatures have generally fought shy, namely,
But
an increase in the: state tax rate.
as that seemed to be the best practicable way to get at it, the tax rate was
raised, thus levying a larger sum upon
the wild lands as well as all the other
property of the state, ami a number of
changes were made so that the state
should return to the towns in various
ways a larger proportion of the tax collected than before.
For some years, including the past
year, the rate of the state tax has been
three per cent. For 1910 it is five per
cent. This will mean, for instance, that
Paris paid a state tax in 1909 of $4,463.98,
but in 1910 it will pay 37,417 11, or almost three thousaud dollars more. The
same ratio of increase applies to all the
The

legislature

statutes

This increase is returned to the towns
in a number of ways, more of it iu
school money than in any other way.
The "mill tax." as it formerly was, for
the common school fund, is now a mill
and a half, and instead of beiug distrib
uted as formerly on the sole basis of the
school population, one-third of it is apportioned on that basis, and the other
two-thirds on the basis of valuation of
the towns. Results thus produced varv
»n
somewhat in the several towns
Paris the effect will be that the town
will receive from the state for common
school purpose in UUO about $2400
At the same time,
more than in 1900.
the amount winch the town must appropriate for common schools was ret not lees than
stored to the former rat.
$0 cents per inhabitant.
In the matter of high ^'wols, the aid
which a town may receive from the
etate is increased from *2.>0 to -$ΰ0ϋ.
insane paupers
Beginning Jan. 1,
are supported by the state instead of by
the towns. The remark may be thrown
in here incidentally, not as information
but as comment, that the probable effect
of this will be some increase of insanity
in the state.
In the town of Parie, as an illustration,
the increase of the state tax and the
increased amounts returned by the state
to the town in these various ways will
bo approximately equal, though without goiug into the matter carefully it
looks as if the balance this year, as compared with last year, would bo slightly
against the town.
There have also been some changes
made in the state road law, which modl·
fy the effect of it somewhat, and at
least make it less complicated. Ί he
provision for setting aside a small percentage of the regular road appropria
tion for permanent road improvements
is repealed, and the state aid for state
road now depends upon the direct appropriation made by tbe town (or tu.it
purpose. The amount to bo appropriatbt the town which the state will
match varies on a eliding scale according
to the population of the town. In the
larger number of the Oxford Couutv
towns the amount which may be raised
in tbis way by the town is $400. Iu the
town of Paris it is *$00, and in a few of
the small towns it is only *200.
The amount which the state will put
with this varies from two dollars for
every dollar raised in the smaller towns
to seventy-five cents for every dollar
raised in the large towus aud cities. In
towns having a valuation of less than
$200,000, any sum up to $200 may be
raised, and for every dollar the state will
apportion two dollars. In towns haviug

THE OXFORD BEARS.
ΓΗΕ DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Pari· Hill.
rtrst Baptist Church, Bev. G. W. F. Hill, pae
;or.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. m.
«unlay School at 12. Sabbath evening service
it 7 3».
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Γ :3υ.
Covenant Meeting the last rrtilay beron
A1
the let Suu<tay of the month at 2 30 P.M.
not otherwise connecte·! are conltallv Invited

Benjamin Strouf, who is enlisted in
Che United States Army and atationed at
Port McKinley in Portland Harbor, is
the guest of bis parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Elias Strout, for a few ilays.
Another week of good wiuter weather
until Saturday, which gave us the heaviest snow faH of the winter, about one
foot. The road breaking team was out

£·{·

ling

was

Cemetery.

Greenwood,
rosi

3UIIII1CI.

The announcement of the death of
Κ»·ν. Bares S. R'deout of Norway caused
the hearts of many in the vicinity to .sadden, as he was highly esteemed ever
since his oue season's labors here some
His ability,
twenty-throe years a?o.
honesty, frankness and geniality won for
hiiu great respect and the community
will miss his occasional pleasant visits to
the place where he was always heartil.v
welcomed. The Oxford Conference of
Congregational churches will miss his
attendance ami cheerful aid.
Henry Bonney has been sawing up
some of the wood piles in the place with
his gasoline power. It is mnch easier
to sit up on the wo id pile and keep the
books, than to work the old buck saw.
VV. II. Eastman, in response to a message from St. Albausthat his brother was
seriously ill, went there on Monday and
returned on Wednesday afternoon. His
brother was much better at last accounts
Those from the vicinity that attended
the New Century Pomona at Dixtield
last Wednesday report an interesting
session and a cordial reception.
Ben Bietbee has started up his saw
mill, but cannot run all the time on account of low water.
Apparently about the last of the apple
crop was shipped from the station last

week.

West Buckfield.

It will receive uo more.
Denmark.
There may be other changes .n the
Mr. I. H. Berry still remains very sick.
laws which the voters should c '"Sider
are busy
The selectmen
preparing
before transacting their business at their
annual meetings, but those noted are their annual town report.
Jaue
were
of
Mrs.
remains
The
Gray
some of the most important.
brought here the Stb for burial. She
It is said that the real question which died in Bridgton of pneumonia.
Mr. George W. Gray is treasurer and
is of most absorbing interest in Washington i· not any matter of legislation, but collector for the Denmark Telephone
the coining decisions of the Supreme Co.
Mr. Harold Perkins, Charles Perkins
Court in the cases of the tobacco trust
A.St.nd.rd Oil trust. U ie point and Leon Jack have gono to Peabody
Pond tiihing for a few days.
ed out that if tboae décrions are
Mr. Leon H. Iogalls is in charge of Mr.
the trusta under the Sherman law, ther
possible conse- I. H. Berry's store during his sickness.
-ill be tremendous
quences. financial, industrial and politiEast Brownfield.
"Business" m its various ramificacal
Mrs. L. A. Cole is seriously ill.
tions will be threatened, and nobody
The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Eben
knows what will happen. It ie at least
refreshing to have it admitted that any Rounds Feb. 11.
trusts
Th* Congregational Circle was enterconsequences may come to the
from a court decision. So far the trusts tained bv Mrs. Hiram Gatchell Feb. 9.
Mrs. Hannah Stickney Is keeping
have gone on in their career without apprehension, and any order or dec,*i,,n of house for Edwin Poore.
The lyceum and spelling match at the
court, whatever it might be, has had no
real effect, as the consequences were high school Feb. 9, was well attended
evaded by some new scheme to which and interesting.
The Universalist supper at Walter
the ablest lawyers of the country devoted their ingenuity. Now it seems that Bickford's Feb. 2 was a very successful
ten people
there ie a possibility of the trusts being affair. One hundred and
reached bv the courts, after all. And f were present.
been
Charles Cole has
spending a few
courts Should decide that the trusts
of the fulness Jays at home.
own the earth and moat
It is rumored that all of the timber
thereof, why. we shall have to submit to
theirownerehip. and the trust problem between Hiram road and Saco River is to
will be removed from our consideration. t>e cut In the near future.
The students of Brownfield
High
On the other hand, if the
be "busted," business will be killed for School are to serve a baked bean supper
R.
Feb.
followed
Hall
of
it
G.
A.
a
few
10,
have
we
shall
by a
yeare
a time, and
bard time·. So in either case, the peo- lance at Town Hall. The proceeds go
of the graduation
ple are likely to "get it in the neck In to meet the expense*
this year.
thd end.

\Z

]

Bethel.

Last Sunday evening, Feb. β, the
Association
of the Congrenet at Orange Hall Thursday, Feb. 10th. < }hri>tian Endeavor
church observed the twentyIfeeting was called to order by the f gational
of Christian Endeavor,
President, J. A. Roberts. Reoords of ι tinth anniversaryconsisted of responsive
Musio fhe programme
aat meeting read and accepted.
music and papers upon the
iras then furnished by Messrs. Wheeler, ι eadings,
nodel Eudeavoror in its several phases.
who
and
Chase
Dunham,
Jhurchill,
and
Lecture on Che duets by the Misses Waterbury
Had θ excellent music.
and the Herrick sisters add]
iicbardson
of
Yeaton
Prof.
and
grafting by
pruning
much to the programme.
\ugusta. He illustrated his lecture by id
Sunday the Universalist ohurch reof
examples
pruning and grafting a small
nine new members.
:ree, which mado it very interesting. He vived
has
The hook and ladder company
Uustrated the different methods of
officers for 1910:
grafting email and large limbs, also bud- sleeted the following

and grafting small roots. Dinner
then served by the ladies of this
grange. In the afternoon they discussed
the question of establishing an apple barrel factory near West Paris. R. L. Cummings of this place gave a most interesting and instructive talk on the various
topics connected with fruit culture and
the sale of fruit. This meeting was one
for the tirst time Sunday
morning, of interest and
profit to both members
the
aud
streets
out
the
village
breaking
and visitors.
road north of the village. The road to
The popular drama,
"Higbee of
South Taris has required no breaking
Harvard," is under rehearsal and will be
this winter.
in the near future under the ausMr. ami Mrs. P. F. Ripley entertained played
of the Y. P. C. U. The play is
several tables at wbist last Tuesday pices
bright, strong, and true to life. The cast
evening.
have all had experience in amateur perThe prospect for summer guests at
and have been selected with
Paris Hill seems better than for several forming
especial care as to their adaptability to
seasons.
the parts taken. Mr. Nelson Mixer, who
News of the death of Judge and Mre.
for three years was director of a dramatic
derrick C. Davie of Norway comes its a
club at Bates College, is stage manager.
surprise to their friends iu this village,
The farce, "How the Story Grew,"
where they made their home for about
given under the auspices of the Y. P.
twenty-two years, twenty years of which C. U was well
prsented. The followtime Mr. Davis was Register of Probate
specialties were given in connection
for Oxford
County and afterwards ing
with the play: Piano duet, Mrs. Wardpracticed law here two years, and until well and Miss Irish; vocal solo, Alice
he was appointed judge of the Norway
Barden; piano duet, Mrs. Wardwell and
Municipal Court.
Miss Irish. There was a good audience
and the proceeds were satisfactory.
Fryeburg.
Rev. and Mrs. D. R. Ford went last
The many friends of Mrs. Caroline
week to Yarmouth to attend the funeral
resided
who
Gibsou McMillan,
formerly
of Rev. A. S. Ladd.
here, will be grieved to learn of her
D.
G.
The presiding elder, Rev.
the
at
which
occurred
family
death,
Holmes, preached at the M. E. church
MinAvenue,
1728
Nicollet
residence,
neapolis, Minn at 0:15 A. m on Tues- Sunday.
Several from this place attended the
day, February 1. der illness, which funeral of Mrs. Abuer Benson last Tueswas of 19 days'
duration, began with
functional heart trouble, but bronchial day.
Mrs. D. H. Fifield was at Bethel last
pneumonia soon developed, aud this lat- week.
er ailment was the immediate Jcause of
Mrs. Chas. Bates has been visiting a
her decease. Mrs. McMillan was born
few days in South Paris.
ίο the adjoining town of Browntield, and
Mrs. H. R. Tuell is quite ill at this
at the time of her death was in the S7th
writing.
year of her age, having been born on
The dedication of New Grange Hall
She was the fourth
December 20, 1823
The
will bo on Wednesday, Feb. 16th.
child of Captain Abel and Anna Howard
forenoon session will be open only to
She married James Osgood
Gibson.
members. To the afternoon session the
McMillan in 1847, and lived here in Fryepublic is cordially invited. There will
she
when
of
the
until
1880,
burg
spring
be good speakers and an excellent proshe
where
removed to
Minneapolis,
bas been
arranged. Dinnor
thenceforth made her home till her gramme
will be served by the ladies of the
death, der nearest surviving relatives
The dedication ball will be
Grange.
are her brother, former United States
held at New Grange Hall, Friday, Feb.
Seuator Paris Gibson of Great Falls,
Stearns' Orchestra will furnish
IStb.
Mont., three daughters, Mrs. Helen M. music.
and pastry supper will
Wiley of Orange, N. J., and Misses be served.Oyster
of
Edith and Caroline E. McMillan
Samuel Ray, L. B. Swan and Davis
Minneapolis; and three grandsons, Carl Curtis are quite
sick.
McMillan Wiley of Minneapolis and
James McMillan Wiley and Thomas
A. Wiley of Orange, N. J. der only
Mrs. Ernest Herrick of South Paris Is
son, James McMillan, died in March, visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
1900. Mrs. McMillan was a most esti- Penley, of this place.
mable lady, and a large circle of friends
Mr. Cookson of this place, who has
will be saddened at learning of her death. been engineer on the spare engine staShe was warm-hearted and generous, tioned here, has been promoted as en
and all who served her in any capacity gineer on a passenger train on the main
or were in any way brought into contact line.
He expects to move his family to
with her became attached to her as a Oeering in the spring.
d**ar friend. Even dumb animals were
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ridlon'enterwithin the sphere of her sympathetic t lined live tables at whist Tuesday evenkindness, and to feed the birds was oue ing.
Refreshments were served during
• if her
favorite delights during the win- the evening and a most pleasant evening
ter months of the year. The funeral, was enjoyed. Prize for lady getting
which was held at the late home of the largest score was awarded to Mrs. Delia
deceased at 2:30 o'clock in the after- Penley, for gentleman, Mr. Lester Pennoon of Thursday, February 3, was very
ley; consolation prizes, Miâs Annie
simple, but was attended by manv sor- Stoelir and Mr. Alton Bicknell.
was
a
friends.
There
Miss Alice Penley visited friends in
rowing
profusion
of beautiful flowers, and a choir render- Bethel over Sunday.
ed the hymns, "Jesus, lover of my soul,"
It is reported that Dr. Roseman has
"Nearer, my God, to Thee," and "There purchased the dwelling owned by Frank
is a land of pure delight," the latter McKentiey.
Mr. Sam Johnson, who is working in
being a hymn which had been an especial
favorite of Mrs McMillan's, aud which Buckiield, was in this place Wednesday.
she had joined in repeating during her
Miss Beulah Bobbins of West Sumner
in Lake- lias been the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
last illness. Interment was
It had Bert Day.
wood Cemetery, Minneapolis.
Misses Lou and Leila Chase were relong been Mrs. McMillan's desire to be
buried here at Fryeburg beside her hus- cent guests of their sister, Mrs. C. P.
baud, but, aft»-r the death of her son, she Dunham.
Miss Ella Curtis is spending a'week
acquiesced in the wishes of her remaining children that her body should be with her cousin, Mrs. W. F. Bowker, of
laid beside that of her son in Lakewood Portland.

After au illness of about three months
Mrs. Mary Hall, widow of Andrew J.
Hall, died at the home of her son,
Arthur 8. Hall, with whom she made
her home, on Feb. Sth. She was a native
of I'aris and daughter of George P.
Hooper. Iu her younger days she was
school teacher of
a tine sioger and
ability. She was cared for in her sickwife
with whom she
ness by her son's
lived, who give her the care and love of
The deceased was
an own daughter.
7'J years and 11 months of age and leaves
two sons and three daughters, Mrs. Wm.
Harlow, aud Mrs. Allison Ellwood of
Bucktield, Mrs. F. U. Hardy of Campello,
between $200.000 and $800.000 valuation M we., Harry L. Hall of Woodford s, >Ie.,
—and this includes the larger number of and Arthur S. Hall of Bucktield, Me.
thtf towns in Oxford County—any sum The funeral was held Thursday at 11
up to $400 may be raised, and the state o'clock.
will apportion a dollar for every dollar
Albany.
raised. In Paris the town may raise up
Isaac Morrill's crew, who have been
to 1000. and the state will apportion SO
on the Uiram Bean
for
bim
cents for every dollar raised by the chopping
He hae two
lot, have liaished work.
town.
There is of course nothing to prevent teams hauling his lumber to Bethel.
What is more beautiful than the trees
towns raising iarg-r amounts tba° those
named for state road work, but the state in their new dress of pure white, this
,id will he apportioned only on the Thursday morning?
Frank Grover is working for J. F.
amounts as specified in th*l«w In la
for instance, if the town appropriates Goptill.
Nan Stone, who bas been ill of heart
J600 for state road work it will receive
from the state $480. and if it .-uses $1000 trouble, is reported as gaining.
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West Parle.
Oxford Fruit Growers'

It would be nothing new to apeak of
the recent cold wave, eince that must be
obvious to every one who had occasion
to get ont into the open, but a remark a
lady made after it passed is worth repeating, which was that "It is gone forever and we are so much nearer spring."
And it is now less than three weeks to
that gentle
the month that beareth
name, and already they begin to talk
about town meeting. But there is another sign of spring apart from the appearauce of crowe, robins and other
birds, and that is the potatoes Lave commenced to sprout as if they were endowed with intelligence and been keeping
the record in view of planting time.
Uenry Morgan has finished his labor
with C. A. Dunham of West Bethel and
at
work for Herbert Ring.
is
now
Thanks to Floyd Morgan for a calendar with figures nearly two inches in
length, thus making them legible across
The advertising
any common room.
department consists in recommending
Portland cement, which is rapidly superseding wood for building purposes.
B' of is high and so are cattle generally.
One man bought a yoke of three-year-old
steers in the fall for $90, worked them
mouths and then sold them
three
for 9110; and the man that bought them
made a good trade. But if beef is high
corn brooms are higher; formerly that
implement sold for 25 cents and now it
takes just twice that amount to buy one,
so that some are talking about using
cedar and hemlock as they did in our
boyhood days. Thon the corn broom
was seldom used in the country, except
by the most wealthy families.
It was one of Josh Billings' quaint
sayings that "there is as much difference
in folks as thore is in anybody." That
is all true and sometimes there seems to
be even more instead of as much. Did
you ever read a bosk entitled, "What the
World Believe·»"? Saint Paul was correct
when he declared "There be gods many
and lords many," since there is hardly
au object in the heavens or on earth but
is or haa been worshipped as a god by
mankind. And many quarrels to the
death have occurred on account of the
difference in worship. The following
four line jingle seems to comprehend it
all in a nut shell, which says:
"Manv men of many minds,
Many birds of many kinds;
Many ilehee In the sea.
And never do they all agree."
That Bible question, given a few weeks
ago, seems to have escaped John's notice,
since he asks what about it. The question is on the 22d verse of the 3d chapter
of Genesis, and wishes to know whether
it is correct or false syntax, as we have it
there, and it is just the same in the revised version. Possibly it may prove to
be more of a problem than it appeared
by superficial reading. We shall see in
due time.
Hebron,
Hebron Grange held
ing Wednesday.

all

an

day

meet-

Miss Nina Glover is at home from Portland on a two weeke' vacation.
Winslow Allen and wife of Hartford
were the guests of L. L. Phillips over

Sunday.
The Sunshine Band held

a

meeting one
following

dav recently and elected the
officers:
President— Mrs. A. A. Coaant.

V'ice-Pres.—Mrs.

Β. N. Stone.

sec.—Mrs. H. S George.
Treas.—Mr·. A. E. George.

One new member wae admitted.
Herbert Bowman is attending the fruit
growers' convention at Orono.

The Dairy Association held
at East Hebron Thursday.

a

meeting

Dlckvale.
E. Q. Child and W. H. Phinney and

wife attended Pomona at Dixfield Wed-

nesday.

Foreman—Perley Andrews.
First Assistant—Scott Robertson.
Second Assistant-Frank Flint.
Sec. and Trees.—S. 1. French.

declamations will

The annual prize
In Odeon Hall, Friday evening,
The following students
tfarcb 11th.
lave been selected:—Methel Packard,
jccur

Mildred Brown, Bertha Thurston, Hazel
Bachelder, Venne Brown, Robert Thurs»n, Gard Twaddle, Lucian Littlehale.
The academy fair will be held March
)d. The usual sale and supper will be
aeld with an entertainment in Odeon
Sail in the evening. The entertainment
β being prepared under the direction of
Mrs. E. C. Vandenkerckhoven.
Mr. Clinton Barker is confined to the

house by illness.
Rev. W. C. Curtis went to Norway
Tuesday to attend the funeral of Rev. B.
à. Rideout.
Rev. Israel Jordan, former pastor of
the Congregational church in Bethel,
friends and former
was calling upon
parishioners last Wednesday.
Bethel Lodge, F. and A. M., worked
the third

dicted; high wind Thursday, blowing
the snow which had previously come,
gave a genuine winter's day.
Brown Post and W. R. C. had a very
interesting programme in observance of
a

birthday.
dog show drew a crowded
house every night. The dogs are perfectly trained and all pronounced it an
Lincoln's

Linn's

interesting entertainment.
Saturday a real old faehioned north-

east snow storm is

Wyman.

raging.

MIDDLE INTERVALE.

Mr. and Mrs. McGraw of Bangor have
been with their daughter, Mr·. Petten-

glll,

for a visit.

short
where he ie
vaoation from Caribou,
principal of tbe high school.
The fanerai of Mrs. Mary Hall was
held from the home of her son, Arthur
8. Hall, Thureday. Mrs. Hall was the
widow of the late Andrew J. Hall and
was 79 years of age.
The W. I. W. Club of Auburn gave a
pleasing entertainment at Nezinscot Hall
Wednesday evening, for the benefit of
Chester Tattle is at home for

a

moat
Freedom Wadswortb, one of
worthy and respected citizens, died Feb.
2d of heart disease, after a lingering illHe was a son of the late Henry
ness.
tad Katherine Wadsworth, and greatof
grandson of Oen. Peleg Wads worth
Revolutionary fame. His age was 59
a kind has·
years, θ months. He was
hand and father, a peaceable neighbor,
just, trntbfnl and honest in all the relations of life. He leaves a wife, three
daughters and numerous friends. His
funeral was held at the Unlversalist
church.

the Eastern Star Chapter.
Oxford.
Rev. F. M. Lamb haa gone to St. John,
Mr. Morrison, a student at Bates ColΝ. B., where he is assisting in an
at the M. E. church
evangelistic campaign in that city. He lege, is toatpreach
Welchville.
here and
will be gone three Sundays.
Rov. Mr. Baldwin preaohed at the
Exercises in commemoration of the
church Sunday.
birthdays of Lincoln and Washington Congregationalist
Rev. 6. D. Holmes of Lewiston, Diswere held at the school house Friday
will bold a quarterafternoon which were full of interest. trict Superintendent,
E. ohurcb at
The members of the local G. A. R. Post ly conference at the M.
The program Welchville.
were guests of honor.
Mrs. Hattle Farnham Is quite sick.
follows:
Her daughter, Mrs. Orace Selders, of
No. 1. Singing, America.
Ko. 8. Mr. Prince.
Portland, is here.
Grammar School.
So. 3. Quotations,
The ladies of the Congregationalist
Isabelle Jordan.
No. 4. Recitation,
Circle will have a supper at Temperance
No. S. Fred Dyer.
No. β. Muelc, Tenting on the Old Campground, Hall Wednesday evening, Feb. 16th.
Quartette.
Florence and Dorle.
No. 7. Recitation,
Norway Lake.
81x Boys.
No. 8. Flag exercise,
Dr. C. A. Stephens Is in Boston for a
No. 9. Henry Irish.
Five children. week or two.
No. 10. Flag Exercise,
Three Girls.
No. 11. Recitation,
Mrs. J. L. Partridge is quite sick.
No. 18. Music, Soldier's Farewell.
Mildred Holland. Her health Is not good at any time, ν
No 18. Recitation,
MlnaGray.
No. 14. Recitation,
Mrs. Charles Boober was called to
Seven boye.
No. 15. Lincoln Exercise,
first of the week by the sickMaud Buck. Oilead the
No. 16. Recitation,
ness of her sister-in-law, Mrs. Mary BenNo. 17. Thomas Brldghim.
No. 18. Music, Red, White and Blue.
nett.
A good many of the pupils have been
Clinton F. Forbes passed away at bis
for the past two
home on Tuesday morning, Feb. 1, after out of schooi sick
an illness beginning last summer, at the weeks.
age of twenty-five. Mr. Forbes was the
Peru.
son of Η. B. and Addie Abbott Forbes,
of pneumonia on
died
Howard
M.
Ε.
two
and
and is Kurvived by his parents
4th. He leaves a wife, three daughsisters, Mrs. Mattie Holmes and Miss the
mourn his loss besidee
He was a graduate of the ters and a son to
Ida Forbes.
friends. His funeral
of
circle
a
large
of
the
class
in
1906,
University of Maine
were held at his late home at
services
fraChi
the
member
of
Sigma
and was a
Pond on the 7th. The services
ternity, who sent a beautiful floral piece, Worthley
Rev. J. G. Fisher of
and were represented by Mr. Rodgers at were conducted by
in a body
held Thursday. Mexico. The Grange attended
the funeral service
their services at the house. He
After graduation Mr. Forbes went to and held
bad been a member of the order a numPennsylvania, where he wae employed ber of
years. He was 06 years old.
Electrical Comthe

by

Westinghouse

Maine News Notes.

by

year
ter lot.
ago, to take charge of the borne farm.
The Chapman-Alexander evangelistic
Wm. Farwell and son are sawing pulp He wae a
young man of a sunny, genial
meetings in Bangor are arousing much
wood on the Farwell lot.
which made him a favorite
disposition,
interest.
Mr. Trask is cutting pine for Mr.
among hosts of friends. The funeral
Bartlett, who is operating his portable was conducted by Rev. Eleanor Forbes
Mis* Charlotte Bartlett of Woolwich
mill.
from his late home. Many beautiful found a sign of spring the other day in
Lewis Block of Norway was here re- flowers sent
by friends attested his popu- the i.linpe of a four leaf clover which she
cently with fine imported dry goods for larity.
picked in the field. It was as fresh and
sale.
gre>n as in summer.
Willis Chase is logging.
Bryant's Pond.
Hlanche Clark of South Berwick, 16
H. M. Osgood has moved into the
The following is the programme for
after suffering
is
years of age, died Friday
Annas house near Capen Hill, and
the concert to be given by Fuller's Orsix days from the effects of poison
working for his brother, George Osgood chestra of Lewiston in connection with fur
taken with suicidal intent. No reabon is
Feb. 7th was a very cold day.
the fourth of March ball:
assigned for the act.
Dr. Packard writes that his health is
J.
Fred
The
DeBerry.
Professor,
March,
somewhat improved, his present address Overture, Light Cavalry,
Frauz von Suppe.
Mrs. H. L. Tucker of Webster PlantaSelected
Cello solo,
being Kiesimmee, Florida.
tion made maple syrup Jan. 28 from sap
Mr. 8croton.
trees near
Overture. Poet and Peasant, Frauz von Suppe. obtained by tapping the maple
West Bethel.
Selected her home. She wants to know if this
Reading,
"Somewhere the sun Is shining,
Mr. Turner.
can be beaten.
Geo. Roseey record
Though here clouds veil its light,
Waltz, American Heiress,
Then let us cease repining,
Selected.
Violin solo,
as if Peary wonld be raised to
looks
It
For at last a "silver lining"
Victor Boehnleln.
March, Boys of the Mllltla,
the rank of rear admiral, and immediateSlnll be revealed to slglit."
The entertainment is to be under the
ly retired. A bill to that effect lias
auspices of Mt. Christopher Company, passed the United States Senate and is
"The Inner half of every cloud
No. 41. Concert and drill, 8 to 9. Grand
I* bright and shining,
to go through the house.
Hall director, expected
I therefore turp my clou is about.
march 9:15 ·. o'clock.
And wear them always Inside out
H.
James
McCorkle, probably the best
members
Heath.
Lester
Aids,
Sergt. C.
To show the lining."
of the company. Honorary aide, Sir known artist photographer in the counat
Drifting snows and high winds.
Knight Byron Tuttle, Rumford; Lieut. try, committed suicide at bis home
The best sleighing of the winter is Wallace
Sheen, Norway; Sergt. Clark Β Cape Elizabeth on Wednesday. The act
over.
FUnkiu, Mechanic Falls. Visiting Sir was doubtless due to family troubles.
J. I. Spofford, who is working in
Knights will appear in uniform.
At last the Bangor public library s'te
and
D.
Grover
L.
visited
family
Gllead,
The dramatic company have been de- id
settled, the land has been deeded, and
last week.
their
in
somewhat
preparing
As
layed
a six years1 controversy is end.d.
Hens are beginning to lay, and eggs drama.
They had but few rehearsals, the lot is covered with buildings, tlie
are slowly declining in price.
but are now making up for lost time and erection of the library will
probably beMrs. G. D. Morrill has recently bpen will
present the play the last of the ! gin next year. It will cost about 1250,in Dixfleld to visit her sister, Mrs. Ella month.
looo.
Kennerson, who is in poor health.
Mr. William Day is confined to bis
Misses Flora and Virginia Edgorly of
ie
room again and a trained nurse
During the past year 1,303 grade cattle,
caring
Paris have joined the crew of girls in the for him.
138 blue bloods, 77 bornes and Ave sheep
Whitten & Dennisun post c*rd house.
District Deputy Swan was in Dixfield were condemned because of disease and
The county paper which makes a
destroyed, according to the annual rethis week to visit the Masonic Lodge.
is
news
items
practice of copying our
port of the State Board of Cattle Comdeits
to
the
Democrat
Hartford.
give
requested
missioners. Six per cent of the grade
served credit.
Lewie Hayford was in Lewiston Sat- cattle tested and three and a half per
No teams have crossed the Androscogwere
urday to see his wife, who ie in the C. cent of the pure blood cattle tested
gin Uiver on ice since the January thaw, M. 6. Hospital.
condemned.
but a few men and boys have ventured
Miss Etta Monaghao visited in BuckThe banquet given by the Houlton
over on foot.
field Wednesday.
clerks recently was something of an inThe winter term of our village school
Mrs. W. O. Eustis was in Lewiston novation in that section as the menu,
closed Feb. 4th for a vacation of two or last week.
though varied included no mear, being
three months, and Arthnr Herrick, the
Mr. and Mrs. Will Booney visited Mrs. as follows:
Grape fruit, tomato soup,
teacher, has gone to bis homo in Bethel Florence Fletcher Saturday.
celery, breadsticks, cucumbers, boiled
village.
Miss Ida Ford was in Lewiston one
halibut, egg sauce, mashed potatoee,
Pleasant Valley Grange now hold their
day last week.
Hubbard squash, boiled onions, radishes,
on
the
and
second
meetings
regular
Eda Brown visited relatives in Canton fruit
salad, hot roll», coffee, frozen pudtourtn ruesaay evenings or eaca monin,
last week.
iHug, punch, salted nuts, cigars.
instead of the first and third, and many
Mr. Dunn, who has been spending
new members are joining at each meetseveral weeks in town, returned to BosThe matter of celebratiog the centening.
ton Saturday.
nial of the town of Eliot is one of the
Bertha Reed of Meadowview was in subjects expected to be considered by
West Sumner.
town Saturday.
the coming annual town
meeting in
Q. Mellen Buck, who died last week
The friends of Mrs. Bessie Hayford March. The north parish of Kittery was
after a long illness at the home of his will be
is
recovertown of
to
learn
that
she
as
the
set
off
and
glad
incorporated
daughter, Mrs. Delma Parrar, bad lived ing rapidly from her recent operation at Eliot in 1810, the act of incorporation of
here but a short time, having spent most the C. M. O.
Hospital.
this, the 179th town In the then district
of his life in Buckfield.
Hie wife,
of Maine, being signed by the Governor
Rosetta J. (Doble), died some yearn ago.
East Waterford.
of Massachusetts on March 1 of that
Ten children blessed this union, five of
Georgie Ella, wife of Warren B. Whit- year.
whom are living: Mrs. Myrtie B. Damon,
Melville H. Andrews of Bangor, a
Mrs. P. Emogene Record, and Charles A. tier, died in Medford, Mass., Feb. 3d,
of Buckfield; Mrs. Lulie A. Benson of after a long illness. Mrs. Whittier was former Oxford County boy, and one of
in Norway, July 4, 1854, and was the best known musicians in
South Paris, and Mrs. Delma L. Farrar born
Maine,
1
of this place. The deceased is also sur- the daughter of Eben and Ella (Smith) owns one of the most valuable violins in
she i the state. He is also a violin maker on
vived by ten grandchildren and one sis- Marston. Her mother dying when
was but a few months old, she was
hie own account and since he first took
tor, Mrs. Julius Record of South Paris,
end a brother, Augustus W. Buck of brought up by her uncle and aunt, Mr. i up the work as a hobby in 1905, he has
of
and
Mrs.
this
Benjamin Marston,
Excelsior, Minn. Funeral services were
completed 17 instruments, all but two ol
held at his home Sunday, conducted by town. After her marriage to Mr. Whit- tliom being modeled upon the ftimoue
resided
for
a time on the Whit
tier,
they
Rov. Mr.
Pottle of Buckfield.
The
Vuillanne, which came into his possesbefore moving to Massachu- sion 25
remaius were taken to Buckfield for in- tier farm
years ago.
where
have
since
resided
they
setts,
terment. Mrs. Lulie Benson of South
She leaves beside hftr husband, one
Three members of the Lewieton fire
who
was
here
care
for
her
Paris,
helping
her father and three sisters in department were seriously injured at a
father, was taken sick with the grippe daughter,
and one brother, J. Edwin ! fire which broke out in Perron's store,
and was obliged to go home and was Portland,
Marston, of Norway Lake.
Tuesday night. Two of the firemen
unable to be present at the funeral.
Mrs. Josiah Weeks died of pneumonia were thrown from a ladder when the
Frauk Heald, A. F. Mason, Isaac Fulat
3
Feb.
the
of
70
7th,
years,
age
building collapsed and the other was
ler and others of Buckfield were in town
months. Her nephew came from Stark, struck by the falling roof. The injured
here
called
to
attend
funeral
the
Sunday,
Ν. H., her old home, to which place the are John .1. Burns, Patrick G. Connelly
of their old neighbor.
remains were taken for burial. Rev. and James A. Rattigan. They were reThe dinner that was to bave been servoffered prayer at the house and moved to the Central Maine General
ed on Feb. 10th, by the ladies of the Mr. Sias
there will be funeral services at Stark. Hospital. Burns is believed to have sufBaptist Circle, hai been postponed one Mr; Weeks is in
very poor health. They fered internal injuries, and is also sufferweek on account of the dedication of the
have lived for many years on a farm near ing from the nervous shock. His condigrange hall at West Paris, which will be
Hill.
tion is regarded as very critical.
held on that day. The dinner will be Temple
Tuesday, the 8th, Ella, wife of Henry
served Feb. 23d.
Nortbport, a Waldo County summer
Mrs. R. H. Ryerson left for Meohanic G. Toung, passed away after a short
illness of pneumonia.
Her age was resort, is enjoying a boom. The two
Falls Wednesday, where she will remain
about 53 years. She had a most cheer- new cottages and improvements at Satfor a few days' visit with relatives.
kind disposition, and will be sadly urday Cove will, it is said, cost in the
Mrs. Emily Young, who is at work in ful,
missed. Ad only child, Lizzie, and hus- neighborhood of 160,000; a Î5000 bunHartford, made a week end visit to her
Geo. H. Keen, have made their galow has just been completed on the
home, returning to her work again Sun- band,
shore near Little River for Mr. Harrihome with Mr. and Mrs. Young.
day night.
B. G. Mclntire and W. H. Kilgore of mau, who talks of building others, and if
Raymond Small of Farmington, having North Waterford have
purchased the Mr. Cobe builds the magnificent summer
a few days' vacation from school, is visithome on Hillside Farm for which plane
Austin Hutchinson place in Norway.
ing his grandmother, Mrs. E. G. Small.
L. E. Mclntire is so much improved have been drawn it will represent an inThe S. B. R. Club's meeting has been
Then the
as to be able to be about the house some. vestment of $50,000 or more.
postponed two weeks on account of the
Mrs. Hattie Green is at Norway for a hotel at Temple Heights will no doubt
absence of some of the members. The
for
and
be completed
occupancy
ready
time with Mrs. C. A. Pride.
next meeting will be Feb. 24.
Alton Ames Is putting a new furnace the coming season, and the ownership of
H. T. Heath arranged to have a social
at
wharf
the
Nortbport Campground by
in his mill.
dance in the hall Saturday evening. AlMiss Helen Sanderson is at home fora the Eastern Steamship Co., and its enthe
and
the
weather
was
cold
though
short rest.
largement, must be of benefit to that
snow was blowing into the roads, makD. L. Pride's cousin, Miss Inez Knight, resort.
a
it
hard
traveling,
company
ing
large
is spending a few days with
of
gathered. Music was furnished by Wm. theNaples,
Bath Times: The New Meadows River
family.
Glover violin, and Mrs. P. O. Barrett
ia practically clear of ice, something
Ames is in Portland attendHerbert
organ. Apples and candy were passed
which even our oldest residents fail to
around and all report a jolly good time. ing an automobile school.
remember at this time of year. The
There was a dance here Wednesday
river has been frozen as far down as
East Bethel.
evening. Charlee Martin of West Paris
Birch Point, but now it is clear up as far
Mrs. Etta Bean returned from Norway, as Bull Rock
played the violin.
bridge, while the ice is
has
where
she
been
dressmaking, last broken up as far as' the Maine Central
Sunday night was the coldeet of the
and
will
soon
for
start
Florida
here.
was
season
It
12 below Monday Monday,
bridge and is gradually going out or
who
live
morning, and many water pipes were to spend the remainder of the winter.
Those
away.
wearing
Mrs. H. E. Bartlett is spending a few
frozen. There was a rush for Horace
is
that
it
say
along the river
Farrar who thaws the pipes with a days with her daughter, Mrs. Herbert doubtful if it freezes hard enough this
gasoline torch and repairs them when Lyon, at Rumford Falls.
for
crossyear to make it strong enough
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Swan went to
burst.
ing. It is salt water at that which
Mrs. Rodney Chandler is. very much South Paris last Thursday, called there makes it seem quite reasonable that it
improved, and will escape hospital treat- by the death of their sister, Miss Abbie has reached its thickest for this year.
Swan.
ment.
The chug of a motor boat wae heard on
T. F. Vail of Bethel is now cooking the river
Wednesday for the first time
for Elmer Trask, who has a crew of this season. It was one of those
North Waterford.
belongMrs. Lncinda Spears, who has been e<ght men cutting pine.
ing to a fisherman living near the moutb
John Howe entertained a school friend of the river.
working for Mrs. Parrls Paige, has finished work there and gone to Poland to last Saturday and Sunday.
Rosfo
Bartlett is working for Mrs.
stay with her daughter, Mrs. Ivy Tofts.
Do You Want a Year's Subscription?
George Parnum has gone to Massa- Everett Mitchell of Hanover.
Do you want a year's subscription to
Mrs. C. Gammon and children have
chusetts to visit hi· mother and other
gone to Milton to board with her mether, the Democrat, for yourself or some one
relatives.
else, not àow a subscriber? Read the
Quite a good crowd to the show Satur- Mrs. E. Book.
advertisement of Hobbs' Variety Store,
day night even if the roads were bad.
on the fourth page of this paper, and see
East Qreenwood.
Ida Holt visited I va Rice Tuesday.
bow you may have a chance to get one.
W. S. Perkins is having his ioe harMr. and Mrs. Harold Swift have movThe person bringing ia the largest numvested. Arthur Grover and John Willis ed into Will Yates' house.
ber of copies of that advertisement to
do the cutting and Perley Grover hauls
Minnie Pike is on the sick list. Her
the store before 3 v. u. next Friday will
it.
sister, Mrs. Lee Marshall, is oaring for rocelve a
year'e subscription, to be sent
Waterford Grange reoeived an invita- her.
to some one not now a subscriber. Here'·
tion from Bear Mountain Grange to be
Harold Millettout his knee quite badyour opportunity.
the 12th.
but is now

I

Tara In
Treatment of British Jack
Nelson's Day.
lo
Jack tars in tbe British navy
Nelson's day were treated like dog·
Imps of midshipmen,
uud worse.
were pertwelve or thirteen years old.
lmmitted to ruff und kick rbein with
Torand uoue dared protest

This is the

line of the kind that

casionally

you

duty.

savage

punishments,

nominally they
to. although
Illegal.
Nowadays, of course, a bluejacket,
although subject to naval discipline,
is lu no more dauger of being subject-

corporal punishment

than Is tbe

average civilian.

and
His officers are courteous, kindly
not a
considerate, and If bis life is
be has, in
happy and comfortable one
cases out of a hundred,
ninety-nine
only himself
Weekly.

Maine.

to

—

Pearson's

FRENCH DETECTIVES.

of the best has

bring it back and

place

in the

we

Ocim-

an

of that

one

will

give

of it

CO.,

&

F. A. SHURTLEFF

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

ported

ed to

guaranteed.

If jyou'should get

a new one

fine.

a

brown, also flannel covered.
75 cts. to $2.25 each at the Pharmacy of

tbe gantmch ns "starting." "running
as
let" and the hideous one known
re'keelhauling" were ntao frequently
«ere

us

are

We have them in white, slate, red and

dreaded than deatb

more

Other

even one

perfection.] I

kind from

reuses, such as violence to a superior
otflcer. desertlou or mutiny, offenders
or
were strung up at the yardarm
round the fleet, tbe latter a
itself.

We have

is'almost indispensable.

of punishment,
ture. under the guise
rontine Of the
was part of the regnlar
dozen lasbes
live
to
one
From
service.
be lnwith tbe cat-o'-nlne-tails could
flirted at the whim of a commander,
dozen.
hut the usual number was three
dereSuch sentences were for trifling
For really serious of·
lictions or

linked

season when a

HOt Water Bottle

puulty.

punishment

P. A. Shurtleff & Co.

P. A. Shurtletf & Co.

THE OLD TIME NAVY.

oor

Orlando Buck is logging on the "Ferry
pany for a year and a half. Afterward
Farm" for Dr. J. A. Twaddle.
he taught in Orono, and was called home
the
Caron
is
logging
George Osgood
the death of his brother over a

Mr*. Abbie Irish Is visiting her daughter, Μη. Ε. Θ. Child.
present
Β. B. Wyman, who baa been quite ill,
is now on the gain.
S. H. Mclntire is oaring for Β. B.

Maurice and Gerald Tracy are patting
tn the school wood this week.
Mrs. Herman Fuller has recovered sufficiently to finish her school tbe past
week.
Nearly every one Is or has reoently
been sick with bad colds or tbe grippe.
Mrs. Chae. Andrew· la ill with meMlM.

degree Thursday evening.

Candlemas Day is fulfilling all it pre-

Hiram.

Bnckftold.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

The American
Vacuum Cleaner
of the Best Machines
We have
on the Market.
them in stock.
is

Are Trained For Their Duties In
a Regular Police 8chool.
in
In Paris aspirants for positions
the detective force ure taught lu a reg
ular school, where day after day they
through various exercises until

They

put
receive apthey become proficient and
bave not
pointments or show tbat tbey
tbe detective instinct In tbem.
Tbe students first are trained In tbe
bands. One
use of tbeir eyes and their

one

ure

tbe
of tbe lessons consists In placing
room full
lighted
a
In
brilliantly
pupil
furniture and ornaments. Then he

of

Is taken to another room and required
he just
to make a sketch of tbe room
of all
has left, indicating the position
look
tbe objects in it Ue is allowed to
reat α face for a minute aud then
tbe hair,
quired to describe the color of
the eyes, the general form, etc. He
to pick out a
Is

required

afterward

of the face from among
several hundred others.
is
In educating the hand the student
are
placed in a dark room in which
many curious and unusual objects.
writes a
These he feels over aud then
must remem
lie
of
them.
description
One test
ber even the slightest details.
dark
is to let him handle gems In the
whether
and then tell what tbey are,
Is.
dlumonds, rubies or what not. This
ad
of course, an exercise for the more

photograph

$25.00.

Price

We also rent them—$1.00 per day ; 10 cts. per
hour. No charge less than 50 cts. Call and
see them.
a Machine and do your own and your

Buy

neighbors' cleaning.

Dayton Bolster Co.

N.

Garments

ROQUEFORT CHEESE.

We announce our clearsale of men's high
grade[suits and overcoats.
This sale offers a chance
to save money on your

The Discovery Made by a Poop French
Peasant Boy.
A shepherd boy with a poor appetite discovered the secret of making
True as gospel!
Roquefort cheese.
They swear by that story today In
Roquefort. France, and if they only
knew the lad's name they'd raise a
Ue was out tendmonument to him.
ing sheep, and. the sun smiting down
hard, he went Into a carern to eat his
cheese and rye bread. Ue failed to gel
away with all of It and threw a hunk
of the cheese off to one side. It happened to drop ou a natural shelf, aud
mouths later the boy foiiud
α few
the cheese still there. lie saw (hat II

ance

wearing apparel.

$14.00

$12.00

shelf

and

due

time

In

placed
I In·

It

same

on

$10.00

Green and gray

variety.

Winter

change

wrought, and Itoquefort cheese
arrived as an article ot com
men »·
All I lie natural caverns around
die quaint eld town now are used for
ripening < heese. ai.d the women work

Foster,

H. B.

sold last year for 15c.
All beautiful colors and no two alike.

Same

ho hazarded, much distressed
this unexplained dlsap
! roval, "for I myself placed there the
largest one I could find."

ship

was

coming down."

sold.

yd.

9 cts. per

of

not only ou account of the Importance
of the subject, but also on account of
1
the noble lord's judicial attitude.
admired his earnestness and hla eloquence, but what impressed me most
A panse. "Tea,
was bis Impartiality."
until the last minute I did not know
on which side of the fence bis lord-

are

Crinkled Seersucker,

ladle about In It
Something very like a fringed rap
made Its appearance In the first plate
ful. The Initier was summoned to re
"It cannot be that the
move the dish.
mem sahib found no napklu at the

His Impartiality.
Lord Lansdowne once congratulated
Lord Crewe on an eloquent speefeb in
the house of lords. "I have followed
It." he said, "with earnest attention,

Maine.

TISSUE PLISSE,

served, and the
wield the long, ok?

Is impossible for the fish to make rapid
progress In the water. It Is therefore
solely on account of Its beauty that it<
Is prized and because In this respect It
differs widely from other varieties ol
goldfish, such as the "telescope fish."
the eyes of which bulge out of the
head In most unsightly fashion; the
"celestial eyed fish." which Is also uncomely because Its eyes are bullet
shaped and nre ever turned skyward,
and the "egg fish," which is so called
because Its body Is somewhat amorphous, but resembles an egg more
than anything else.

Clothier,

39 Pieces—1476% yds.

was

Queer Goldfish.
Beautiful and most Interesting of all
goldfish Is a native of Japan, and It Is
noted for the beauty of Its tall and the
abnormal length of Its fins. The tail
resembles a delicate veil, and the fins
are developed to such au extent that It

proportion.

Norway,

One Price

will continue until all

f!ie fruit dish, cake basket, etc.. whet:
these were brought to the table. The
napkin was thereafter always seen In
Its place
I'ut one day a tureen ol

>ttom,"

Lots

Opens FRIDAY, FEB. 4th, and

An American woman
results.
llvlug In India, with native servants,
mice told her butler to see that thenwas nlways a napkin at the bottom ol

b

price.

SPECIAL SALE

ward

because

Suits for

the same

▲11 sizes.

rnct 6c MM

Cwrifbi igog by Hart

in them with small oil lamps strapped
around ibelr chests.-New Vork I'ress

silver

$10.00

Weight

Overcoats a" marked down in

vas

fashioned

great

in

$7.60

had

vegetable soup
hostess bewail to

patterns

Extra values for the
of patterns.

tin*

Ho Obsyed Order·.
Old world domestics make the best
possible servants because they work
like machines, never forgetting an or
der and doing exactly ns they are told,
without presuming to think for themselves. But once In awhile this literal
adherence to duty produces some nwk

t

Winter Weight Suits for

have been a woman of Intelligence,
for no soon ci had she lasted than she
took "t.e nt the largest roils ot cheese
from lier diurj. had her son guide lier
ravcrii

Suits for

Four distinct lines of all wool caieimeres, made by Hart, Schaffner
& Marx, which ie a guarantee of
their worth.

constitutional change,
had undergone
for Instead of being dry and hard it
Besides, there
was moist and créa my
were veins of greenish mold running
through It. The boy took a nip. and
the taste was so pleasing he carried u
crumb home to Ills mother. She must

the

$18.00

Weight

Winter

a

to

Ready-to-Wear

of

vanced pupils.

as we

Look at them and you will

surely buy.

Yours Sincerely,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
NORWAY,

MAINE.

■

iTi*. FENHÏ SALE I
OF COURSE IT IS AT

J. F. PLUMMER'S.
These. February Bargains are possible only at our store.
Failure to take advantage of this sale means the loss of
many dollars to you.

Men's.

Suits $5 to

$14.50.

from one suit αρ. Whether one or many, the
poeeible profit, and in some cases below coat.

Boys'
boy·.

Suits

Best go first.

The

sooner

you

come

the better the choice.

$7.60, $8.60, $11.

or over under value. We want to sell these

Pur Coats

mean β a

$1.60 to $3.76.

Men's Overcoats
per-cent

price· named

$12, $16, $19, $23.

J25V2

Κ,ιτ™$ι«
prices

goods and make

J™
(or

cut below a

very low

«·*

J**

our spring stock and are
buy a good Pur Coat cheap. We need the room
ly,
improving.
Hard to Tell.
going to give you the beuefit of this great reduction.
Mr. and Mr·. John Curtis and family
"If your mother bought four buncbe·
A WRETCHED MISTAKE
Sumner.
recently called on bis sister, Mra. Charles
À job lot oi Misses' and Children's Rubbers at Half-price.
to endure the itching,
distress of of grapes, the shopkeeper's price being
them out.
to
G. F. Dyer visited his son Anbury in Martin.
painful
The sizes are broken on these rubbers and we make this low price close
Archie Swan and Harvey Corbett are Piles. There's no neea to. Listen: "I nluepencu a bunch, bow much
Portland a few days last week.
monej
at work in Willis' mill.
suffered
much
from
writes
Will
Piles,"
would the purchase coat her?" asked
Mrs. Julia Bowker is gaining slowly.
Mr·. Lendali Yates oalled on her A Marsh of Slier City, N. C., "till I got 'lie new
Fred Palmer of East Sumner is in this
teacher.
father
one day last week.
a box of Bucklen's Arnica Salve, and
"You uever can tell," answered Tomplace sawing wood.
Mabel Curti· is working for Mrs. wh soon cored." Burns, Boils, Uloers,
W. L. Dyer and family visited relatives
who was at the head of the class.
Allie Emery.
Fever Sores, Eczema, Cute, Chapped my.
CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER,
in South Paris recently.
Mr. and Mra. Ambrose Swift called on Hands, Chilblains, vanish before it. 25o "Mn's great at bargaining!"—London
Lizzie Bonney of North Buokfleld reAnswers.
South Paris, Maine.
their ion, Gerald Swift, Sunday.
at F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'s.
31 Market Sq.,
jently visited her father, 0. A. Bonney. ι

to

J. F. Plummer,

/

•"V

jhe esrtotrft

§«mocval

SOUTHPABJS.

NORWAY.

Mathews i· here from
for ft visit of a few weeks ftt
W. J. Wheeler's.

Bridgton

Rev. L. W. Raymond of West Paris
preached at the Baptist church on Sunday. Next Sunday D. L. Joelin of Norway will occupy the pulpit.

Hkbbok, Main·,

Dec.

16,1ΘΟ0.

Tliis certifiée that Samuel Richard·
An Offer Backed by One of
fitted me with glasses about two montbi
Our Most Reputable
ago, and I bad my eyes examined bj
Dr. Holt of the Eye and Ear Infirmary
Concerns.
and several other Doctor· there, and
We pay for all the medicine need
that the glaasea could
they all

°fMr"wid

than sixty-three years. Mrs. Davis susMrs. John F. Swain have re- A. R.
shock aboat two turned from a very pleasant vUitln PortTherefore, Resolved, that in the deatt
tained a paralytic
weeks since, from the effects of which land with Mr. Swain'· sister, Mrs. S. H. of Mr. Morgan, oor Post has lost a deai
UKAND TKl'NK RAILWAY.
comrade and friend.
One more bai
she died last Wednesday. Mr. Davis a R
The Wild Cat Club were entertained gone to swell the host of the Oreal
Con:meacln* September 2β, 1909,
day or two after her attack fell and inGrand Army on the other shore. It ii
The Epworth League of the Μ. Ε jured bis hip badly. Some years since by Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Cushman on FrlTKVIM9 L*AVTC SOUTH ΡΑ*Ιβ
well for us who remain here not to b<
church will entertain the Norway be was run over by a team on the street,
wπ cast)—3 38 a. v., <tally ; 9Μ Α. M
since that time has not been tbe
.ι Sunday; «:3βρ. μ., «tally; β s»
MoWhorter ofSouth Pari· unmindful of the uncertainty of life, noi
:ι
at a valentine social at and
Epworth
League
μ
same man physically that he was before, will deliver his '"tore "From th® PHM onthonghtful of the life beyond, but
Sunlay only.
the vestry this Monday evening.
wrrt)-9:30 A. M., dally; 333 p. M
look to the inspiring words of the Greai
and at his age and in his enfeebled con- Tree State to the Land of the Shamrock,
:>un tay; ;< 47 p. m., dally; 10:28
Mrs. C. W. Bowker and daughter dition the end coming as it did waa no at the M. E. church in this
for instructions that will leac
village, Wed- Teacher
w «'iii.fay only.
Muriel visited Mrs. Bowker's parent*,
to a desire for a better life, "the eleva2d.
March
surprise.
nesday
evening,
CHU^CBKS.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Stanley, at East
v-a-v m
Mr. Davis was the son of Benjamin
«„ tion of thought, and to deeds that shal
What was supposed to be a break
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while
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hunting,
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there
In Kant Hiram, Feb. 4, Mrs. James Wilder,
very necessary was In love who had pleaded gniity to carelessly kill- Masons bad no insurance, nor was
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insurance on the piano, which was aged 30 years.Ν.
bis companion, Ralph Coleman of Au- any
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H., Jan. 29, Mrs. Rebecca N.
M .rris ·η. Mr. Tibbetts
ing
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accompanist, ami
by Evergreen Chapter.
dur- owned
Warren, formerly of Norway, aged 78 years.
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the building was owned by
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Abner Benson, aged 75 years.
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Washington, by
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The cause is not known.
NOTICE.
I Contracts have been signed for a new building.
rigon. and a violin solo by Mr. Davis. 4 Reminiscences of the Ll'e of Abraham
Mr. Chérie* KtmhaU I Masonic Temple at Portland. The buildLincoln
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will get Immediate relief from Mother Graj;
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Worthy of Confidence.

Testimonial from Eminent Oculists.

Résolution β.
Herrick C. OavU.
Whereat, It bas pleased the Almight]
Herriok C. Davis, one of tbe beel
to remove from oar midst bj death, oui
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YOU WILL FIND A GOOD LINE OF

Bankrupt's

Petition for

)

In the matter of
ELGIN A. GREEN

AND BLANKETS,
TRUNKS and BAGS

Discharge.

|

—

bankruptcy

CO.

NOTICE TBEREOiV.
District of Maine, se.
On this lith day of Feb., A.D. 1W10, on reading the foregoing petition, it isa
Ordered by the Court, that
hearing be had
Mar., A. D.
upon the same on the 4th day of in
said Dis1910, lie fore said Court at Portland,
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
DemOxford
In
The
notice thereof be published
ocrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
other
and
known
all
creditors,
that
persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
A nd it is further Ordered by the Court, that the
Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the teal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 12th day of Feb.,

Bitters

In nervous
weaknesses

prostration and female
they are the supreme

remedy, as thousands have testified.
FOR KIDNEY, LIVER AND
STOMACH TROUBLE

it is

the

medicine

best

over a

druggist's

ever

sold

This is the season when we are obliged
And let
to have comfortable Footwear.
us remind you that you can find here anything you need to keep your feet warm
and dry. A good assortment of all kinds
at the lowest

may attend, prove their claims, appoint
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such other business aa may properly come before said meeting.
South Parla, Feb. 4,1910.
WALTEB L. GBAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
&

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Tolopliotio 110-3.

BLUE STORES.

Cloantei and beautifies the hair.
l*rnmote( a luxuriant growth.
Never Falls to Restore Gray
nalr to Its Youthful Color.
Curt· Kalp diteatei k hair tailing.
fOc,and tl.Wat Dru prim

We

He.

agents, so. paris.

you

ever

Apr.
May

June

July

Aug.
Sept

1,'09,

Oct
Nov.
Dec.

1, '09,
1,'09,

1, '10,

Jan.

1,10,

Feb.

283

305

the small depositor with the same
courtesy and promptness as the large.

We

serve

Paris

Trust

South

Rerli

Company,
Main·.

Cutting Prices

paid.

Look in

our

windows.

Ste Prices.

BOYS' AND YOUTHS' SUITS AND OVERCOATS
sold at $! .00 to $3.00 off.
BOYS' KNEE SUITS AND KNEE PANTS are in-

cluded in the Sale, 50c to $1.00 reduction.
Some more SPECIAL BIG BARGAINS in Straight
For $2.38 you can pick out a $6.00,
Pant Knee Suits.
$5.00, $4.00, $3.00 Suit. About all ages from 3 to 16.

Don't Waste This

F.

H.

at

Opportunity.

NOYES

CO.,

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS.

HOME INDUSTRIES.
38
78
104
118
143
169
178
201
214
230
244
267
272

are

high everything is and the
going even higher. But

Suits and Overcoats,
$15.00
Suits and Overcoats,
14.CO
12.00
16 00, 15.00 Suits and Overcoats,
10.00
and
Suite
12.00
Overcoats,
13.00,
Suits and Overcoats,
7.50
$10.00
6.00
Suits and Overcoats,
$ 7.50
FUR COATS, Ladies' and Men's,
$4.00 to 10.00 off.
to
$1.00 Discount.
MEN'S ODD TROUSERS,
40c
at
UNDERWEAR
WINTER
MEN'S
prices as low as

not one of our depositors already, why
not open a check account with this strong: and
to
one more
growing· BANK and addthis
town and
t.Hifl list. If you live in
with some
carry a check account
other bank, your interests ought
to be centered enough to give
us part of your account, if
not all, and help support

1, '08,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,

about how
way of

$20.00
$18.00
$17.00,
$14.00,

are

depositors

now

to be in a fair

On Our Winter Suits and Overcoats
and Fur Coats.

Are You One of the 300

Dec.
Jan.
Feb
Mar.

talking

seem

We

free listWo hnve thousands of people wan line Maine Karms. Send for
In our next catalog which w ill
ing blanks and get your farm advertised
our
our
time,
Our
system,
great
bo mailed to these farm buyers.
Send for free book
we can sell your farm.
money, Is at your service and
at oncc.
"How a Farmer Sold His Karm." We want 400 farms

If you

all

are

prices

# Can Oet You Cash
for Your Farm

Augusta,

Buy of Us Now.

To

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
JOSEPH F. Τ WITCH ELL, late of Hiram,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against tho estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
payment Immediately.
MRS. ANNETTE W. BRACKETT.
Jan. lSlh, 1910.

A. W. WALKER ASON,

Money Saved

It's

NOTICE.

W. D. HUTCHINS CO.,

possible price.

Ε, N. SWETT SHOE CO,,

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM,

[

Feet !

the

Comfort for

JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. S.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
A ttest :—J AMES E. HEWKY, Clerk.

NOTICK.
In the District Court of the United Slates for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy.
ARSKNR DUCHARME,
of Bumford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of A rue no Ducharme, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice la hereby given that >n the 15th day of
Feb., A. D. 1900, the said Amené Ducharme
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of hie creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Paris,
on the 15th day of Feb., A. D. lflO, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditor?

MAINE.

PARIS.

SOUTH

A. D. 1910.

counter.

AT

PRICES

W. O. Frothingham's,

ELGIN

1

REASONABLE

AT

LEAF.} In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine:
A. GREENLEAF, of Norway, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, in
said District, respectfully represents, that on the
27th day of November, last past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acte of Congress
relating to bankruptcy; that he hae duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
and has fully complied with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he nny be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from eucn discharge.A. D. 1910.
Dated this .r>th day of February,
ELGIN A. GREENLEAF, Bankrupt.

ROBES

HARNESS,

ecutrix therein named.

Succeed when everything else foils.

\i %££*£
ÏEKX'hïK^hl.
cultivation^

W.

ADDISON E. HEUUICK, Judge of said Court.
A true cony—attest :
ALBERT D. PARK. Register

Electric

£ Γΐ I» j

MAINE.

NORWAY,

ORDER OF

^'MSrl.

''farmer?'J

A

Small sizes.

29c.

Blnghamton, Ν. Y.

M. Back, lute of Sumner, deceased;
petition that Charles Λ. Buck or some other
suitable person be Appointe·! ah administrator
of the estate of said deceased presented by
Charles' Λ. Ruck, son ami heir at law.

W· goarutce Mi-o-na tab·
let* to cure atomach disease.
Money back if they fail·

Large Box

price

want to call your attention to our regular lines of high grade
Corsets such as the THOMSON'S GLOVE FITTING, for
over fifty years have been famous throughout the world for
models of excellency and graceful effects, for $1.00, $1 50 and $2.00.
THE NEMO "self reducing" Corset with relief straps. They are
universally acknowledged the world over as the only corset for stout women.
It Is safe to say that every woman who wears Nemo Corsets reduces her
Prices $3 00 and $4.00.
corset bills at least one-half.
The P. N. Corset has become one of the best medium priced con et
ever known.
Style has always been, and is to-day, the dominant factor of
all P. N. Corsets. Price $1.00, $1.50, $2.00.

Henry

mcaL

a

| V Vi

Wβ

published

Cures Indigestion ;

50 Cents

/

II/Λ

Granville XV. Darmlcn, late of Denmark,
deceased; will and petition for probate thereof presented by Matilda P. Harnden, the ex-

It relieve* stomach distress in five minutes.
It turns old, unsatisfactory, rebellious stomachs
into new one·, ever ready to digest the beaiti·

III II «m I··—■

Sold for $1.00 ; sale

f V/y|

LOT.

of the C. B. make.

Mostly

A |7 ^ 1

/| J/"\

Μ

LOT.

Includes several styles from the Thomson
and R. & G. makes, in white and drab.
Sold for $1.00 and $1.50; sale price 79c.

NOTICE*.
Γο all persons Interested In cither of the eetatc»
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Runiford, 'n
and for the County of Oxford, on the sccond
Tuesday of Feb., In the year of our Lord one
The followthousand nine hundred and ten.
ing matter having been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby
Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
terested by causing a copy of thle order to t»r
three weeks successively In the Ox
ford Democrat, a newspaper publlened at South
eald
In
County, that they may appear at a
Parle,
Probate Court to be held at Parle, on the
third Tuesday of March, A. D. 1910, at 9 of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If

MI-ONA

I

a

PROBATE

Van! a better one—one that wont
belch gas, or turn tour, 01 (eel heavy 01 make
you feel miserable?

waj

Reminiscences

required

Standard Dress Goods Co, Dept. F. I.

Do 70a

|

the]

LADY WANTED

To Introduce our very complete Spring line of
beautiful wool suitings, wash fabrics, fancy
walpllng», silks, etc, hdkfe, laces and petticoats.
A11 up to date Ν. Y. City Patterns. Finest line op
thi market. Dealing direct with the mille you
And our prices low. Profite $10.(0 to |30.f0 weekly. Samples and full Instructions packed In η
No
neat sample case shipped express prepaid*.
Exclusive territory. Write for
money
7·!»
particulars. Be rtrnt to apply.

ARE YOU SATISFIED
WITH YOUR STOMACH?

est

|

JACOB CHAMPION.
7-9
I'orter, Me., Feb. 7,1910.

Breathe Qyomei (High-o-me) and that

LOT.

FIRST

New stock made of good material with the
modish cut and graceful lines of the present
styles, five clasp, two pairs hose supporters,
top finished with lace and ribbon, sizes iS to
30. Made to sell for $1.00; sale price 79c.

THIRD

Notice.

stomach elrainins hawking in the morniDg will quickly disappear.
Breathe Hyomei and kill the catarrh
germs; beal the inflamed membrane,
stop the discharge of mucus and prevent
crusts from forming in the nose.
Breathe Hyomei for a few minutes
each day and forever rid yourself of contemptible catarrh.
Breathe Hyomei—give- it a faithful
trial aDd then, if yon are not satisfied,
you can have your money back.
Hyomei is sold by druggists everywhere and by F. A. Shurtieff A Co. A
complete outfit costs but $100 and consists of a hard rubber inhaler that will
last for years, one bottle of Hyomei and
If a second
full instuctions for use.
bottle of liquid is needed you can get an
extra bottle of Hyomei inhalant for 50
cents.

SunJ

price.

I

I hereby forbid all persons trusting my wife,
Rose E. Champion, un my account ae I nhall mt
pay any debts of her contracting after this date.

and relief from cathroat or cold will
come in two minutes.

j

This sale includes one lot of
NEW CORSETS and several lots
taken from our regular stock, which
we have marked at a very low

/vl^

explain* in full each ailment, it*
and how instant relief may be obtained. This FREE offer is made for a
limited time only. Enclose Four Cents In
stamps to cover cost of mailing.

Breathe Qyomei
tarrh, coughs, sere

Norway, Main·.

SECOND

'Foot Ailments and Their Ultimata Cures'

Croup and Sore
by Hyomei.

St.,

CORSET SALE!

f

cause

CHIPFEWA REMEDY CO.
BUFFALO, Ν. Y.
P. O. Box No. 95

Main

91

/il

which

Throat Cured

■

James N. Favor, ZS£SSSTm

Corn·, Bunion·,
Flat Foot, Chil-

Coughs and Colds.

a.tracJl™

money.

ot

To
To cure dandruff,
To cure itching of the scalp,
To put life into faded bair,
To make harsh hair soft and luxuriant,
To make bair grow, or money back.
It is the most delightful hair dressing
made, and is a great favorite with ladies
who desire beautiful and luxuriant bair.
Price 50c a large bottle.

a

at a 10 per cent discount while

Ë

blain* and all other
Foot Trouble·, OUR BOOK entitled,

is

Catarrh,

few fur robes in all kinds that I shall sell
they last. Call
I
am
and see what a good robe
selling for a little

I have

fall· to

SUFFERERS

and

guaranteed—
8top falling bair,

vigorator

'TT'tt'ïnûtribnWIn.h.1

VlV

Sage,

is Genuine.
F. A. Shurtieff & Co.
Parieau Sage, the quick-acting hair in·

2SS.TS.enf.

■

for Parisian

remedy

FREE TO

We Know the Guarantee

1

Pe°n^Men'l?*ter'

Agents

We are

our

you of constipation.
You are not
We take all the riak.
obligated to us in any way whatever, if
That1· a mighty
you accept our offer.
broad statement, but we mean every
Could anything be more
word of it.
fair for you?
A most scientific, common-sense treatment is Rexall Orderlies, which are
Their aotive prineaten like candy.
ciple is a recent scientific discovery that
and tasteless; very
colorless
is odorless,
pronounced, gentle and pleasant in
aotlon, and phrtlcularly agreeable In every
This ingredient does? not cause
way.
dlarrbœa, nausea, flatulence, griping or
Rexall
any inconvenience whatever.
Orderlies are particularly good for children, 8ged and delicate persons.
If you suffer from chronic or habitual
constipation, or the aeeociate or dependent chronic ailments, we urge you
Reto try Rexall Orderlies at our risk.
member you can get them in South
12 tablets 10
Paris only at our store.
cents; 30 tablets 25 cents.—The Rexall
Store. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

I. W. ELLINGWOOD.

10 Per Gent Discount on Fur Robes
to close them out.

HATS

greatly reduced prices to close

out

the Fall and Winter Millinery.
Also a complete line of Ladies' and

Children's Winter Underwear and

Hosiery.

MISS

5.
Millinery

ffl.
and

SOUTH PARIS,

CASTORIA

for Infants and Children.

III Uri Yia Hki AJwajs Beuftat

WHEELER,

Fancy Goods,

MAINE.

The Land of

HOLD ON !_

Puzzledom.

true "L. F." Atwood's
To the safe old reliable
for all sickness.
Bitter·—the kind your father and grandfather used
for constipation, indiNothing like this fifty year old medicine
attacks. A bottle bought
gestion, chronic dyspepsia and bilious a bottle at
your dealer*.
will save much sickness. 35 cents

remedy—the

today

No. 814^-Hidden Sayings.
In
(On· word of the answers to b« found

Lincoln, Me.
standard remedy

'L. P.* Atwood*· Bitter· bave been a
te my grand father'» and father'· family lor many years."
—Miss Elviba E. Gipson.
"Tîve

Free!

Free!

-

each line.)
I.
song for you to sing.

There le a
It Is with you everywhere.
No minstrel to you It can bring.
'Tls ever new and ever fair.
This song's a thing so sweet and dear
'Tls under all your day.
The loving heart brings Its music near,
Like a sun lighting all the way.

Free!

-

ηομεμακεβϊ column.

Π.
If my tale you'd wish to know
At reading It yoa'll quickly go.
First you'll look the lines all o'er.
You'll scan and con them more and more.
Don't give up the search at once.,
Succeed you will, since you're no dunce.
Try your best. You'll find it true.
Try, and you can always do.
Again attempt; this word's for you.
'Tls

III.
hard to work from

morn

till

night

And never have of fun a mite,
Not e'en a sight
To lose the ball game too.
so late.
Was there for me who camo
I seem to have an unkind fate,
to wait.
learn
me
make
to
Who wants
—Youth'» Companion.
No. 815.—Double Letter Enigma.
In "apples" dropping from the trees;
In "rivulets," so soon to freeie;
In "petals." fragrant, doomed to blight,
"Devoured'* by the frosts of night;
blood red,
In "melons" with their hearts
Detached from "vines" now sear and dead.

THE

THE person bringing the largest number of this entire
advertisement to Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway, on or
before Friday. Feb. 18. 1910. at 3 P. M., will be given a

OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
the paper to be sent to some person not already a subscriber.
These will also apply on the King Kineo Range.
the

to

THE EASTERN ARGUS
1 910

FOR

-»■·».

"*·"»·

Daily and Weekly.
The Argua for over a century has endeavored to tell the news of the day
in & concis» readable manner. Its friends throughout the northern New England
States are thousands because of its fearless, aggressive methods in placing
It has the fall Associated Press
before its readers Democratic principles.
service and covers the local field.
If yoa want a good up-to-date newspaper the Argus fills the bill.

Terms:
Daily Argus in Cumberland County on all rural delivery routes outside of
the city of Portland, ?2.00 per year, strictly in advance.
Outside of Cumberland County in any part of the State, $3 00 per year,
in advance.
The Weekly Argus, INCLUDING THE SATUKDAY EDITION of the
Daily—One copy, one year, $1 Γ>0 in advance. Clubs of five, $5 00 in advance.

EASTERN ARGUS PUBLISHING CO.,
PORTLAND, ME.

99 EXCHANGE STREET,

1. I aiu a loug stitch, part of a sail,
a determinate course, a sticky condition of surface, a heavy rope with a
particular nautical use.
2. By me may all ascend or desceud:
I am a rule upon which one or more
series are laid down, a system of pro-

ANNUAL FALL

Sale !

Clearance

GREAT VALUES.
I have a large stock of Pianos thit have been rented but one season
This
and shall close them out at very low prices for the next sixty days.
is the best opportunity to obtain a piano or organ that has ever been offerVisit my warerooms and see for yourselves the great values in
ed.

Easy

second hand instruments

Send for

terms.

catalogs

and

prices.

South Paris, Me.

Billings Block,
PLEASE

Keep

When in waut of

anything

MIND!

In

in our lines give

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

us

a

call.

Linseed Oil,
Floor Paints,
House Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
Barn Paints,
Floor Finish,
Roof Paints,
Turpentine,
Brushes.
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
Our paints include Impervious, Heath & Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.

Roofing-The beet
try imitations.

of all

roofings.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

The kind that lasts.
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make

Wheelbarrows—We

to

order.

have a few first class wheelbarrows.

Telephones and Electrical Supplies—We sell

Call and see them.

"Columbia Ignition Batteries" the

best for automobiles and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Soutll 3

STANDARD

SEWING
MACHINES.
Send for

Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.
60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
Demons
Copvwohts Ac.

An»one tending a iketeh and description α
lutctly ascertain our opinion free whether
Invent
lions st
aeourta paients.
eet «Jency
foTiwuSg
m. Oldest
aitencT tor
••at fre·.
Pnmu taken thronch Mann * Co. recel re
$piciaL notice* without chant*, in Um

^Κβιϊβί!»^

A LOW PRICE

Wool

j

medley.

No. 822.—Charade.
My first Is an heir,
My second α snare,
My whole Is the offspring of fancy,
Which 1 sent on Its way
Last Valentine's day
As a token of love to my Nancy.

Carpets

rent a telephone and pay tome
calls. Then, at
one to attend to the
houtekeepere find it a comparatively f
when anything
eaty matter to telephone
In
Is needed, they are often negligent
in the home
the matter of tnppliet kept
and give email ordert for delivery more
In two or
than once In a day or once
it
three days. Each of these eeverel trips
the dealer. When
a matter of expeMe to
in mind
paying for goods we mutt keep
that the consumer hae to pay for all that
its
has been put into every article, from
original source to the time It it landed at
our door; that it for producing, ttoring
and handling the product, and it includes
also the living expenses of all connected
from first to last with this particular
produot, as well m a margin of profit.
Besides, the very fact that the price of
hM been raised exerts
food

any

product

price of
an influence In sending the
other commodities higher.
Then, too, our standards of living have
been raised. We demand clean dairy
and meats from creatures that
products,

These

of the odd titles of old
book· publiahod In the time of

are some

An excellent way to save soap is to
have ready an old tin oan with holes
in its top, into wbiob put all
"A Most Deleotable Sweet Perfumed
lttle odds and ends of soap. This oan
Nosegay for God'· Saints to Smell At."
may be put in the dish water, and by
"Biscuit Baked in the Oven of

English

Cromwell:

Charity.

for the Chickens of
the Churoh, the Sparrows of the Spirit
and the Sweet Swallows of Salvation."
"A Sigh of Sorrow for tbe Sinners of
Zlon Breathed Out of a Hole in the Wall
of an Earthly Vessel Known Among Men
by the Name of Samuel Fish."
"Eggs of Charity Layed for the Chickens of the Covenant and Boiled with the

(ranched

shaking it

in the warm water one will
soon have a splendid suds.
A dainty dessert which was served at
an afternoon fu notion was made from
marshmallows cut in quarters, dates
chopped quite fine and Bnglish waloTxts
chopped rather fine. These Ingredients

tugi-raMP
Pulp

Chas. F. Ridlon,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

among tbe

Slouz

Quaker Oats
is the world's food
country;

F

Jackson had checked every aggressive
move worthy of the name and had put
tu rout the strongest Union armies.
At this time, too, the north was hampered by lack of competent generals.
McClellan had been removed from
chief command, and Burnside had takBurnside made a direct
en his place.
march for Richmond aud reached the
Rappahannock river, oppoelte Fredericksburg. There he was obliged to
wait an interminable time for the arrival of pontoon bridges to carry his
army across the river. Governmental
delay again marred the war department's plans, for by the time the pon-

the
purchases home In
my pocket.' Mouey is of so 1fttie
we
that
value
/>%

fnj

ble."
This

Ul

SUFFERINGS WEIIX

pitiful.
of
luck
and of necessaries did not
Inmpen the military ardor of the
lout I). It stimulated the Confederates
ω increased activity In pursuing the
When Lee beat the Army of the
war.

or more figures of animals or
birds, probably tbe family "totem" or
These drums are <ftlite small,
crest.
only measuring ten Inches across by
three deep.
They are carried by a
handle and are supposed to act as talone

is ιηα us.

About Cats.
Our domestic cat is the descendant
of a very ancient family which was
beld sacred in undent Egypt as far
back as 1300 B. C. It Is even said that

from an EgypIf. therefore,
tian name for tbe cat.
ancient lineage counts for anything
ft» rpspprt
pussv Is oortainlv entitled
our

auut. aud she's got on a
grand silk gown aud such a velvet
mantle!" "Set un up. laddie!' She. Indeed. the sillle wastrife bodle! She'd
better far pay a' she's owing. Wba's
nelst?" And so they would go on. the
crabbed old Scotchwoman little susBlank,

pecting

comes

Ettabiithfd 1UI.

Best remedy in the
world (or constipation, biliousness.
headache, loss of
appetite, heartburn.
Sure riddance to
intestinal worms.

tf

A

SOC.»

At

a

tbe

"atoor"

proceeded

the active Imagination of her
"nevvy" to heighten the fun and draw
her out
from

Thoroughly Broken.
"Snbster Is a perfect husband."
"I never heard he was bo wonderful."
"Well, every time he eees a mall
box he feels In bis pockets."—Buffalo

Express.

There Was Fruit.

Jack—So your efforts to win tbe rich
heiress were fruitless, eh? TomFruitless! Oh. no! I got the lemon."
Boston Transcript

\

Lot

A true

Auction
I

am

now

prepared

to

Bargain.

Sale|

—

INCLUDING

a

—

goods

togg

Frost,
White,

szasmOmm

Field·
Urban,
Carney
Burnham,
Johnson

THE LARGEST MAKER AND RETAILER
OF MEN'S FINE SHOES IN THE WORLD.
"I have worn W. L. Douglas «hoe· for the
past tlx years, and always find they are far
superior toall other high grade shoes In style,
W. Q. JONE8.
comfort and durability."
119 Howard Ave.. Utlca. Ν. Y.
If I could take you into my large factories at Brockton, Mass., and «how yon
how carefully W. L Douglas shoes are
made, you would realize why they hold
their shape, fit better, wear longer, and
are

and Pictures,

CAUTION-Sm that W. 1.. Douglas nam* and prie·
Il stamped on the bottom, 'l'ake Ko Mubatlliit·»
If your dealer cannot (It you with W UDoaglas shoes,
(r Catalog. w.l_
writs for Mail Order
Douglas, Brockton,
W.L.Douglas,llrocktonj
*■"·
FOR BAT.K
SALE BTBY
TOR
..

&

..

J. F. Plummer,

So. Paris

State

▼·

High

AND MEDICINE
A reliable physician of thirty
years' experience offers hie services nnd medicine free. Would
you like to be cured to stay
cured? If so, write him your
a
symptoms and he will send you
course of mcdicine that will do you
good and the prescription, so at
more of
any time should you want
—J the treatment you can get it from
cost
not
will
medicine
the
the druggist and
cents a month.
you over twenty or twenty-five
should
afflicted
person
This is an offer every
nothavail themselves of. You certainly have
this
ing to lose and will benefit greatly from
un paralleled offer. Address. J.WJIerrewJLO.,
North Benntn(ten,VL
state Sanitarium,
Please put 100 Main St. on your letter.
1-4

in

CURE

THE

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFS,

JOB PRINTING.

Dr.

FOR ΟδΉ!18

Jmk.

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY

Total

Atwood 4 Forb·· South Perl·.
,

as a

years

OF

NORWAY.

Buy a

Barrel
of This Flour

You will not only protect yourself
against advances in price due to
wheat corners' and crop conditions,
but you will always be sure of the

finest grained bread —the whitest
bread—the lightest biscuit—the most
delicious pastry that can be baked.

Note how much cleaner William
Tell is than other flours—due to the
costly equipment of the Ansted &
Burk Company's mills for protecting
the grain and flour in grinding.

Ask your dealer and insist on

having

—

William Tell
For Sale

by

N. D. Bolster Co.
I

X

faithfully

pledge ourselves

to

E.

SOUTH PARI·.

m

»'
*

12
i 72
iJ*t
ïto
1

<
3

0
V)
«

"2
2
-2
'*·

>

«

I
Γ

4

I
>

Ut,

C<

'4
'*

.......

A

*

*

Ed. Casey,
Ed. Caaey
Ed. Caiey.
Wilfred Richards
Wilfred Rlchanla,
Wilfred Richard·
Edwd. H. Peter·
John Barrett
Ed. 11. Peters,
J. Zadokla
Kdman·! Dupont
Edmund Dupont,......

·»

,·'
·»
*
*
,M

..

1

4

'**

...................

Bert Gordon
Bert Gordon

«

^

Wlillam Hannon

Bert Gordon
Joceph Cliaae.
Harry Slddall
Ed. Day

ν

»

1. "
1 A'

Jo«eph Waznl·,,...............
Joaeph Te π key
Joe Meman,
Charlea Win κ low

v

·'
I'M
W
I
I
1« «

Fred Ruaaell
Mike Urban
Mike Urban
Joe Llcman,
M.R. Smith
George Duran
M. F. Γομ
William Field·

*}
«
M

Jamea McKenzle,
Loren M Gorton...............
Salvator A relia
Eocene Vane
Fred A. Dixon,
John Orlno
Odllon Pant'ila
John Gil»·

J'

1"
>«

H_
*

1*
! «
'· »

_
..

Thoa. Curran
F. L. Lebel
Jamea Gallagher

"

'*
J° "*

1*

Sidney Ruaaell,

PALL·

u

*!

''■·

1'

·"

1 *
" ·»

MUNICIPAL COl'H

STEVENSON, BBOOBDEB.
Ε. B. Knox
$
Bronalaw Bellakl
Jamea Aiken,
William Aiken et al
Cllnle Jonaa,.........
Velerlc Herbert,
...

.....

1U
I*
«
1·
11

*
>

1
»
3
^

COURT,

WILLIAM F. JOKES, JUDO·.
William

Llnnefr,"

li «·

BRPORR LLEWELLTX A. WADSWOBTH, HIRAM,
TRIAL JUSTICE.

State ra. Ethel Β Hannon,
BRPORB JOHN

9

HOWA1D, MEXICO,
TRIAL JUSTICE.

State

vs.

State

ra.

<8 <3

L.

$

Rodney M cK In non
Rodney McKlnnon
Clarence Robar

1* II
1* U
7 JO

WHITMAN, SOUTH PARIS

TRIAL JUSTICR.
Dexter E. f.owell,
Fred Burn ham,

...|

1· li
» M

BEPOBB JAMBS H. BABBOWS, BETHEL,
TRIAL JUSTICB.
State ▼·. John A. McKenale,
9

«

piKB, PBTBBUBO,

TRIAL JUSTICB.

you money

4

r"

■

Henry Gauvln,
Henry Gauvln,
Rodney IfcKlnnon
Cbarle· Uelka,
Emile Perry
Tho·. Thibault,
Adeline Therlo
Paul Normando,
Peter Ortgg et al
Hert Gordon

▼·.

Λ

1;<'

Mike G untitle
Henry Gauvln

BRPOBB NORWAY MUNICIPAL

serve

>

1

State ▼». Albert B. Sanborn

save

«

1 lo
1U

Mm

...

will find perpetual pleasure
No musician
from our perfect pianos.
but is
one
no
but admires them;
interested in the price.

C.

1

North Kxpre·· Co
North Expre·· Co.,
North Kxpre·· Co.,
North Kxpre·· Co.,
North Kxpre·· Co
William Lincoln

State

MAINE.

and

«

JAMES Β.

LOVERS OF MUSIC

quality

υ

32
<2
VS

«

Fred A. Furbish,...1
Ί
Fred Jame·
Hiram McLaneetal
<
J. R. Barrett,
"
Ben Brean
4
North KxprrM Co.,
'*
North Kxpreaa Co,
'*
North Kxpre·· Co.,
'*
North Ex pre·· Co
*
North Ex pre·· Co

BEVOBB CASS1UB W.

We will give you
at the same time.

>

Dugutls,'

BRPOBB CHARLES P.

NORWAY.

10
12

»W
12

ΙΟΚΙΟΚϋ FALL* MUNICIPAL
ABETAS E. STEABNS, JUPOB.

BEPOBB BUMPOBD

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

n

Tho·. Curran,
F. L. Lebel
Albert Coulombe,..........
Jame· Carney,
Jame· earner
Edward Mack

MONEY.

and well.

·>

«4
U
M
>M
J
-«

Timothy Conway
Joaeph Smith...................

are ghd to give its deposmerely the ordinary business courtesies, but
wherever possible their help and counsel as well. We

your interests

«

l

—

depositor.

The officers of this Batik

solicit your business and

J.

4

Λ
«4

-·

$ 8,442.697 72
4,151 51

itors not

You will find it real economy

to buy the famous William Tell
Flour by the barrel.

ν».

MAINE,

YOUR

(4

>

Fortin
Gabilu· eoucy
L. Tblbedeau,

73
98

has followed strictly the policy of straightforward, legitimate, safe banking and is,
to-day, the oldest and strongest National
Bank in Oxford County.
Our books are examined by National
Bank Examiners under the supervision of
the Comptroller of the Currency at least
twice a year.
There is no better security than that

FOR

T2
72

Joeeph

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

OS MONET REFUNDED.

m

....

John Orlno,
J. H. Gallagher et al,
Gilbert Provott et al
G. F. Cheney et al,

Liabilities and Surplus,
$ 8,438,546 21
W. J. WHEELER Λ CO AgenU.
South Parla, Me.

great deal to you

thirty-eight

>2
>
M
«
14

James âlken et al·,
John Gllll·*,.
Fred F. Burnbam
Fred A. Dlxon
Jame· Carney,
Tho·. Curran,
Mike Urban,
Eugene Vane
Eii. Day
Wm. 8unley etal,
F. L. Lebel,
II. B. Mercier

National Bank Protection
For

$

Sidney Buacell,
George Duran

>

means a

M
'■'·

Brontlaw licllekl
M. I. Smith
Albert Coulombe,

I 3,433,546 21
Admitted Assets,....
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1909.
292,241 98
Net Unpaid Losse*,
φ
Ui earned Premiums,
1,924,514 06
50,000 00
All other Liabilities,
βΟο,ΟΟΟΟΟ
Cash Capital
0 17
671,7'
all
Liabilities,
Surplus over

We Do all Kinda of....

*

;

John Crozler,

Company,

Gross Assets
Do'luct Items not admitted,

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

LUNC8

King's
New Discovery
w,th

Crayon, Water color,

w
il

Tbo·. Tblbeau
John P. Penley
Κ red Ruasell
Joseph Lleman
Norman McLeod
Paul Normando,
Edmund Dupont
Bert Gordon
Charles Randall
Albert Duffy,
M. R. Vogg,
Albert B. Sanborn
Paul Normando

Providence, Rhode Island.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1909.
0
......$
Real Estate
0
Loans,..
Mortgage
0
Collateral Loans
2,060,525 00
Stocks and Bonds,
79
13U.200
In
Ca-h in Office and
Bank,
419,359 09
Airenta' Balances
26,8e3 33
Bill· Receivable
0
Interest and Rents,
51
805,?»
All other Assets
ol

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Κ ILL the COUCH

AND

Insurance

Κ lain,
Stanley et al
Tlnkey et al,
Pot vin,

"

Louis Cohen,
J. Gallagher
Cohen and Κ lain,1
Ben Marauls,
Con. Sullivan,

Providence Washington

Grade Portrait Work

Cyr et al
Curran,

Mlke Gusilil·
Joieph Chase
John Barrett,
Henry Gauvln
Emile Perry
Charles Beika,
William Lincoln
H. E. Mercier
Wilfred K'chard»
Ed. H. Peter·,
Edmund Dupont,
J. Zadokle
Ed. Casey
J. R. Barrett

.« 8,377,467 80
Total Liabilities and Surplus
W. J. WHEELER Λ CO.. AgenU,
Sonth Paris, Maine.

Mouldings s,J.

"
·'

V)

BKVOKK 8UPRBMK JUDICIAL COURT,
ΤΚΑΥΚΚβΒ JUBT.

I 3,377,467 80
Admitted Assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
· «3,178 9β
Net Unpaid Losses
1,886.298 53
Unearned Premiums,..
118,300 76
All other Liabilities
1,149,091 54
Surplus over all Liabilities

Mats, Mirrors

of greater value than any other make.

$ 3,447,805
70,337

Gross Assets

··

Lufkln
Vane

Corporation. | BEPOBB

Deduct Items not admitted,

*

Smith,

ASSETS DEC. SI, 1909.
$ 2,837,590 71 State
Stocks and Bonds,
154,859 55
Ci-sb In Office and Bank.............
«18,039 04
Agents' Balances,
34,983 74
Interest and Rents,
2,352 69
Alt other Assets,

Picture Frames

"8UPERIOR TO OTHER MAKES."

"

Wlnslow
Lleman

ALFREd's^'mBaLl, | Commissioners.

London Assurance

NORWAY, MAINE,

«>

►

Bellekl

A. D. 1910.

5-7

·"

*
«

Korle

The undersigned, baring been appointed by
the Hon. Judge of Probate for the County of
Oxford, on tbe third Tuesday of January, A. D.
1910, commissioners to receive and examine the
claims of creditor* against the estate of Frank
A. Shurtleff, late of Parla, In aald County, deceased, represented Insolvent, hereby give
notice that six months from the date of said
In
appointment are allowed to said creditors and
which to present and prove their claims,
that they will be In s«salon at the follow'ng
of receiving
placée and times for the purpose
the same, viz. : In the Grand Jury Room at tbe
Court House at 8outh Paris on Wednesday, the
twentr-third day of February, and on Wednesday, the thirteenth day of July, A. D. 1910.
Dated tbla twenty-eighth day of January,

Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.

*2
>

Gllll
Dixon
Ρ rue
McKeozle
Rnaaell
Lebel
Coulombe
Slddall· et al

Commissioners' Notice.

HILLS,

22
74
<
Λ
'i 71
!
»
-2
'I
M
'4

Day,

all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
DAVID B. WOODBURY.
•Ian. 18th, 1910.

Albert D. Park.

'β

·'

Aiken et al
Abbott

anything
private

WjLDOUGLAS
boyHhoeB

*

Gordon
Hanbo n,

NOTICE.
I
The aubacrlber hereby glvea notice that he bas
you wish to been duly appointed admlnlatrator of the 1
sale bring estate of
DAVID W. RBMIS, late of Woodstock,
In tbe County of Oxford, deceaaed, and given
All peraone having I
bonds as tbe law directe.
of aald deceased are I
or sell- demands agalnat the estate
1
desired to preeent the aame for settlement, and

Auction rooms, No. 2, Western Ave.

'· U

Martin

Chftee,
Smith
Tamllng,
Ave lia,

NOTICE·
Tbe aubacrlber hereby glvea notice that she
the
hue been duly appointed administratrix of
eetalo of
HENRY 8. RAYMOND, late of Upton,
In the County of Oxford, deceaaed, and given
bonds as the law directs. AU persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are dealred to preeent the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requeated to make
payment Immediately. ANNA P. RAYMOND.
Jan. 18th, 1910.

I handle real estate, buying
ing, also surety bonds.

a

Mack and
Duran

payment Immediately.
Jan. 18th, 1910. CHARLES E. WATERMAN.

bought

when

.'lit
"· «

Rlcbardaon

JAMBS S. WRIGHT

SAMUBL B. WATERMAN, late of Oxford,
In tbe County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
be ode as the law directs.
di mande against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the aame for aettlement, and
make
a I Indebted thereto are requeated to

al·,

Sanborn

tftate of

lot of second hand

paid

Doe.
Gray
Berry,

NOTICE.
The aubacrlber hereby gives notice that bel
hua been duly appointed admlnlatrator of the

Furniture, Sleighs, Carriages and other goods
new and second hand for

Eight
One of the beet small places In Paris.
finished and four unflnlahed rooms, plenty of
well
water,
and
closet room, good cellar, city
for 100 hens,
good large gtrden spot, chance
tree·.
sale.
<i veral good bearing app'e and pear
Mouse Is warm and ρ eseant and In good con
room and
carriage
two
hordes,
for
stable
for
IHton,
Cash
wood shod all under cover except hen house.
Close to and between two villages, good neigh- and I sell for same.
children
to
send
Dors, good place to get work and
This place close
10 school, electric car passes.
If you have
Will sell or trade for a 1
to the fair grounds.
sell or have sold at
good small farm.
MRS. L. Λ. DKARRORN,
it in.
South Paris, Me.
Hf

Rlc barda,
McLaln
Hlbbard et

ALBBBT D. PARK. Bevliter.

Immediately.
January 18tb. 1910.

SECOND HAND FURNITURE.
I have

Peter·

Zadokl·,
Perry,
Mormon,

copy—Attest :

ment

STOCKS OF GOODS

tl.00

Bean

North Kxprea* Co

The subscriber
been duty appointed
of
TiiADDKU· Semions, late of Milton Plantation,
In the County of Oxford, deceaaed, and given
bmdaaathe law direct·. All person· having
demands agalnat the estate of said deceaaed are
desired to preaent the same for aettlement, ami
HI Indebted thereto are requeated to make pay-

all

buy

Dupont,
Germain,
Dupont

hereby give· notice that be baa
admlnlatrator of the eatate

Rooms.

.'J 7«
·' IS
11 τι
7 71
t M
24
i«0
3 (4
:uo
J tt
3 00
ϊ Ά
i:19
3 00
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1.- li
u 19
!c 1»
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Barrett

MOT ICE.

No
bing promptly attended to.
:harge for team.
L. M. Longley,
Maine.
Norway,

1>«

St.

I ney Chaae late of Woodatock, deceaaed;
or iome other tultpetition that A. klont Chaaeas
the administrator
•ble peraon be appointed
A.
of the ertate of aald deceaaed preaented by
heir.
and
son
klont Chase,
Rimatr (tabs loos late of Woodstock, deceaaed ; petition for order to dtetrlbute balance
Mont
remaining In hla hands preaented by A.
L hase, admlnlatrator.
ADDISON B. HERR1CK, Judge of aald Court.

The best of
if Plumbing Goods.
>ak woodwork for closets. No old
roods. Call and see this line. Job-

sorts of

For

Place

new

u »
»u
5 ;j
I 71
12 M
34

Uaurln

executor.

FLORIST.

P. CROCKETT,

·

Gregg and Chaae,
Thtbeau
Sullivan,
Guetltia,
McLaln and Freeman,
McLeod
Normando,
Penley,
Mercier»
Jobneou

deSamaer Sessions late of Wooditock,
«aaed: recond account preaented for allowance
admlnlatrator.
by A. Mont Chaae,
deBylranla Par ham late of Woodstock,
collateral
ceaaed ; petition for determination of
C.
Darin,
loherlunce tax preeeoted by Bonello

POUTER ST.. SOUTH PARI·,

G.

Knox

ior.

THE QREENHOU8E.

COCBT,

Penley et al

Parla E. Sogers late of Porter, deceaaed;
real eatate
petition for license to aell and convey
3resented by Prends A- Pox, executor.
Fraak A. Ikartieff late of Parla, deseated ; petition for llcenne to aell and convey
real eatate preaented by Walter L. Gray, execu-

}it Flowers, Plaits, Fens,
AT

lute r·.

ruateea.

40 to
Working people without children, age
of good
kbontU; man a termer or mechanic,
woman
the
lablta and eaay to get along with;
nod dUpoaltlon ana a clean, neat housekeeper,
low matter how poor if ho neat and respectable,
ana a good
uch people can and a good home
tick one·,
iropoeltlon If looked for at once. No
and no rum.
io doge and cata, no hoodlum»
home
eaay.
»
good
Vanted, a chance to get
? rite or call at once.
Man.
Saw
The
C. G. DEARBORN,
Bryant'· Pond, Me.
tf

you and your
'Step*
children welt."

Potomac at Chancellorsville he pushed
forward with about 100,000 men in a
flaring, brilliant raid of the north-

half

word "puss"

TRUES
ELIXIR

funds

yotuiK Somebody, who's walkiug by
her side?" "The graceless lilzzie! I'd
wauk her. glu I were ber mummie!
Keek out agalu. Turn." "There's Mrs.

52

Man and Wife.

I II ■■

bring

part with It gladly whenever It
will
purchase
anything désira-

Delicious and economical.
Regular 10c ptckifM: alao family
flyf picklfHi 25c.

BXVORX aUPBBMB JUDICIAL
OBAXD JCBT.

;

builder.

the Dakota Iudlaus ou religious occasions. It bns two beads gayly colored
with vermilion aud is adorned with

Joubtt or Oxtokd.
Cocnrrr Tbbaiubbb'· Onici,
South Part·, Main·, Jan. as, lftio.
The following Hat oontalnlng the aipt^tu
•mount of ooeta allowed la each criminal αμ u
edited and allowed br the Supreme Juaidal
-onrt and epedfylnf the court or magistrat·
hat allowed the tame and before whom the u«
trlglnated la published In compliance with tb·
ro visions of Section it of Chapter 117 of the
tortaed Statute* of the State of Maine.

!

Recognized as the
great strength

ED FF SERVICES

in

by

young and old.

hope

south were fightlug with ever lucreasing fury and
V
Ktubbornness, and the end seemed
many years off. In the southwest and
far south the north had won importaut
victories, but iu Virginia, the strategic
center of the whole struggle, Lee and

eaten

infants, athletes9

both sides.
that the
struggle might be
soon ended was
long since past
Both uorth and
for
All

in every

Eaten

and

gloomily enough

ern stales. Pnsslug through Maryland,
Stable—able=st+air=stalrx2=staire
he Invaded Pennsylvania. The whole
Hints.
alrs=st+arfc=start.
war
To remove the iron taste from new north was aghast. Ileretofore the
No. 811.—Double Acrostic: Primais.
a handful of hay in them and had been largely one of Union agboil
kettles
Crosswords:
Philip. Finals, Sydney.
if necessary repeat the process. In the gression.
Hut now a southern army
1. PJeladeS. 2. HonestlY. 3. InflameD.
Irish dairies everything that is used for had marched successfully into the free
6. Ped5. ImpolitE.
4. LengtbeN.
water.
with
milk is scalded
hay
plates and inlprht. if unchecked, attack
antrY.
When a sponge smells sour rub the Philadelphia or New York.
No. 812.—Charade: Spin-net, spinnet.
of a fresh lemon through it thorIt was the decisive moment of the
No. 813.—Amputations: 1. H-oar-d. 2. juice
oughly, then rinse in lukewarm water civil war.
F-awn-s. 3. C-ham-p. 4. C-handle-r.
several times. It will become as sweet
as when new.
Do the right thing if you have Nasal
Hood and His Aunt.
Get Ely's Cream Balm at
Catarrh
Hosiery wbiob is past wearing can be
While still a boy Thomas Hood weui
Simply fold each
Don't touch the catarrh powders utilized for holders.
once.
to Scotland for a holiday
trip and
and snuffs, for they contain cocaine. stocking (having first cut off the foot) to
slaved with his aunt. who was a rigid
on all four sides
Ely's Cream Balm releasee tbe secre- a convenient size, stitchfirmness.
lit· describe* how upon
Attach Salibaturlun
tions that inflime tbe nasal passage· and twice across for
and the throat, whereas medicines made ivory rings to hang by. These are easy one iKia>l»u tin.· old lady was too Inwith mercury merely dry up the secre- to handle and to launder.
disposed to go to tier beloved kirk, nut
tion· and leave you no better than you
To olean silverware without labor found entertainment in the description
In a word, Ely1· Cream Balm is a
were.
place pieces in an aluminum vessel, cover ■»f tin· p.:MKcr*by -luritlslied liy tier ir
real remedy, not a delusion. AU drng- with soft water and boil about half an
"Tammy, iny
reprend bit* "uevvy:"
or
mailed
50
Brothcents,
by
Ely
glsta,
hour. Wipe with a clean oloth. The ■nui), keel; out- wiia's that?
That's
New
York.
Warren
56
Street,
er·,
result is simply marvelous, for the silver (taibe So and So's daughter, aunt, aud
will be as bright and shining as when isn't she
making desperate love to
Queer Names for Books.
new.

use

—

tasting
In
my
often a necessity. Beauvilliers, or one money
and
of his contemporaries, in giving advice pocket
to cooks, suggests that the index finger brought back reshould ply constantly between the saucepurchases In a
pan and the mouth. It may be simpler basket.
Now 1
a
to wash the finger than
spoon, but,
take
the
money
to
form
well
were
"lest we forget," it
and
a basket

Cooking

In

drum

HE third year of
war—
the civil
18(53
opened

Itisfoçsuch distempers as influenza,
typhoid fever, etc., that unclean bands
The
"microbe carrier."
beoome a
schools and colleges of to-day, while
tbey may not ignore cnlture for culture's
sake, are aiming to push practical subjects more into the foreground; and
what can be more practical than the pre-

—

An Indian Drum.
conAmong nearly all Indian tribes
held In
jurera or medicine men are
blgta repnte, and some weird Instruments of theirs are met with. The
flrum In the Illustration, with the queer
animal ob Its head. Is a conjurer's

By Albeit Payioo Teihuoe

obliged to

were mixed with whipped cream whioh
had one teaspoonful of gelatine dissolvWater of Divine Love. Take Te Ont ed in it for each pint of cream. The
cream is sweetened and flavored.
Servand Eat"
ed in sherbet glasses.
to close out odd patterns and clean
A Baltimore school teacher had enA handsomely Illustrated weekly, Larsest dr.
Orange marmalade is made by taking
eolation of any scienttdc tournai. Term·. SS a
countered snob a degree of Ignorance on four
up stock.
year ; four month·, |L Sold by all newsdealers.
oranges and two lemons and oook
the part of one of her boy· In relation to in water nntll
they can easily be pierced
the recorded acts of the father of hi· with a straw. 8ave two
oups of the
country that ahe grew aaroastlc, with a water in which tbey were boiled. Pour
result which Shipping Illustrated re- this over three
pounds of sugar. Save
corder "I wonder," ahe began, "if you the
pulp, scrape the inside of orange and
coold tell me whether Qeorge Washing- lemon skins
Wood Wanted.
(not using same) out up the
ton was a aailor or a soldier?" The boy skins in shreds and oook
syrnp, pulp,
grinned. "He was a soldier, all right,'1 and peel, three-fourths of an hour.
Delivered at any station on the
"How do yon know?" the
ne aald.
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Comer Main and Danforth Sts.,
Baooo oan be most thinly slioed bj
teacher challenged. "Beoauae I aaw a
Portland. Aleo White Ash bolts.
picture of him crossing the Delaware. using a hot knife. The alioing of bacon
J. M. DAY,
Any aailor would know enough not to oannot safely be entrusted to the butohsr, uuleas be la an artist.
atand up la the boat."
Bryant's Pond, Me.
43tf

Scientific JfBKiKm.

XXXVII.-Civil War.
Dark Days.

over the
creduloa·, bot after thinking
to believe
matter a little we are disposed
overthat the statement It not largely
the dealer It
drawn. In the flret plaoe

the habit of turning a little of the mixture from the spoon in the saucepan to a
The two
second epoon, for tasting.
contact.
spoons need never come in
True, if the contents of the saucepan boil
after tasting has been carelessly done, no
harm may result, but it is the part of
wisdom to cultivate such cleanly habits
Key to Puitzledom.
that it would be well nigh impossible,
No. 805.—Enigma: Adored. A, A.D..
even when great baste is necessary, to
or, do, ado, ore. rod. red. doe, roe. ode.
overstep the finer niceties and proprieadd, dead. dear. read. road, dread, ties of the kitchen.
adore, adored.
Too much emphasis cannot be laid on
No. 806.— Charade: Spar-row-hawk, this matter of cleanliness. In the model
kitchen a set basin for the personal use
sparrowhawk.
No. 807.—Ten Hidden Birds: Wren, of those employed in the kitchen is as
sink is for dishes.
owl, hawk, eagle, robin, heron, stork, much a need as the
habits are easily formed; constrain
Right
macaw.
crane,
imipe.
one's self to wash the hands before touch808.
No.
Transposition: Auction,
ing bread, fruit, etc., and the habit is
rautlon.
soon acquired and cannot be dropped
Word:
No. 809.—Pictured
Stagnant.
without qualms of conscience.—Boston
No. 810.—Additions and Subtractions:
Sohool Magazine.

Carefully conserved

ON

Some Thought· by the Wey.

ident Lincoln had ordered a blockade
of southern ports, thus cutting off communication nnd trade from other countries. While the blockade was often
eluded by merchant ships, which took
In clothing and other commodities and
carried cargoes of cotton to Europe,
sentation, once or twice a year, of a lectyet such vessels were too few to supportion. the act of storming.
ure on the duty of absolute cleanliness?
needs.
There are others to whom the gospel ply tiio southerners'
The Confederate government tried to
No. 819.—Beheaded Rhymes.
of cleanliness—rightfully ranked next to
Find a word to replace the stars In godlinees—should be preached oft and solve (be 11 nan da I question by issuing
the first line, which may be successive- again, and with no diminution of earnest- vast quantities of paper currency
who are in
ly beheaded to complete each subse- ness. We refer to all those
(treasury notes). These notes, accordin the handling of food,
engaged
anywise
line:
quent
ing to the historian Anderson, were
of
the
and most especially
handling
Onward we marched; behind us
and given out in sheets to
printed
the
······
receive
is
to
not
food that
purifying
A frenzied mob, who raved and
iu Richmond, who signed
she
girls
young
butter
The
heat.
maker,
effeots of
As if they knew wherein we
re····
who carves cofd meat, cute bread or pas- them at so much a thousand and
The warlike troops unmoved
···
As Bonaparte his legions
who prepares oranges, grape-fruit, turned them to the treasury. As the
try,
··
My trusty ald-de-camp was
berries and the like, no less than the south was in a state of war. with tut
Whose home was near the *, he said.
cook and baker, can not be too scrupu- immediate hope of victory, and as the
lous in the care of her hands. The finger Confederate
treasury was deplted, this
No. 820.—Anagrams.
nails should be closely and neatly pared,
had alThe letters lu each of the following then soap, nail brush, water, lemon paper money, though plentiful,
most no value. One Virginian quoted
anagrams may be transposed so as to skins, anything that will aid in the care
of the body by Anderson wrote to α friend:
spell the name of a well known novel: of these useful members
used many a time each
"1 bought coffee at $40 and tea at
1. Nod. quiet ox. 2. Wilt sit over. 3. should be freely
to keep the hands in scrupulous $30 a pound.
My dinner at a hotel
day
H.
4.
near
gun.
my
Earning
Visiting
condition. Running water, hot and cold, cost me $20. and for some wretched
nice
no
But
G.
is
south.
5. Lord Poicy
adds to the ease with which cleanliness tnllow candles I paid $10 u pound.
clams. 7. When 1 want to, I hem. 8.
of it is
may be secured, but the want
a facetious friend
Is It of papa's homely Ted? 9. If we never an excuse for lack of thoroughness 'Before the war,'
tells me, Ί went
10. We quit Dr. in this
have lifted a cork.
particular.
of food by the cook is to market with
and run.
The
No. 821.—Numerical Spelling.
To a cipher add fifty: plus one; then
add another cipher, and It equals a

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

Paroid

|

WHEELER,

W. J.

Our Country.

Μ··
Ooluvv» Oxford JtomoenU, eoeAFwrt·»

It bM been «aid bj »■· prominent
tb®
offlolal, who baa been «DTwrtgmllM
of food
oause of tbe prêtent blgb prloet
bM doubled
tunpliet, that the telephone
we were lnthe cott of living. At flrtt,

.

have been fed, housed and otherwise
cared for in a wholesome manner. All
this means a large outlay of money on
Now melancholy ONE Is here;
the part of the producer. Stalls kept
is
calling.
voice
Frigid winter's
immaculately clean, a fresh, white suit
Soon tinted TWO must disappear;
for milking, and appliances for cooling
Everywhere the WHOLE are falling.
milk In a house set apart for tbe purincreMe the price of
pose, all tend to
816.—Charade.
No.
But all these things indairy
with
products.
pride.
worn
pompous
My second,
dicate an advance in civilization and,
My first had dangling at his side.
On chain securely hooked.
having once enjoyed tble hygienic cleanMy first, he came from o'er the sea.
liness, we art. satisfied with nothing toons at last arrived Lee had planted
A bundle of conceit looked he,
short of it.
batteries on the hills behind
And he was all he looked.
But are we home-makers showing our heavy
Burnside crossed the
this rise in the standard Fredericksburg.
of
recognition
the
green.
village
She led him to
tried to capof food production as fully as we ought? river and on Dec. 13, 180*2,
Where In desponding mood was seen
driven
Are we careful in our treatment of these ture these batteries. But he was
Mv whole with drooping head.
foods after they are put into back with a loss of 13,000 meu.
"Behold." she said, "a perfect, true
high-priced
And striking likeness, sir, of you!"
our hands? Wh' ) is the condition of our
Burnside asked to be relieved of
in
And. laughing gayly. fled.
ufter this setback, and Genrefrigerators? Are stoppersis placed
command
set aside?
milk bottles when the milk
In the
eral Hooker replaced him.
of
Rebus.
extra
Code
dairy
are
How long
supplies
No. 817.—Pictorial
in spring of 1803 Hooker, with the Army
or
either
closed,
open
products left,
Potomac, crossed the Rappathe hot kitchen? Having once secured of the
will it hannock with the idea of crushing Lee
eome
to
extent,
food,
clean, pure
not pay us to look more carefully into and attacking Richmond. At Chancelsome of the practices In our own particu- lorsvllle. Just beyoud Fredericksburg.
lar domains, our kitchens and dining- May 2, Lee met the advancing army,
rooms?
and a terrible battle ensued, in the
The gospel of clean bands Is not given course of which "Stonewall" Jackson
even
deserves.
it
School,
the attention
was accidentally killed by one of his
college girls and boys, rush from the own soldiers. The Union forces were
the
or
class-room
the
playground
street,
loss, and Hooker
to the table, and, without tbe washing defeated with great
Meade
of tbe hands, break bread, handle chops, resigned his command. General
rolls, cake, even eclairs or cream cakes. succeeded him.
To be sure, especially out of doors in the
President Lincoln meanwhile, on
winter, the hands may be protected by Jan. 1. 1S03. Issued α proclamation
been
gloves, but even then tbey have fresh freeing all the slaves. He chose the
in contact with books—not always
for this
with very best possible moment
often
and clean—with doors,
great step. Kurlier it would have been
money, and sometimes with the^ straps
premature. C'uiuing. as it did. at the
in street cars.
Often in schools of one session—as in opening of 1S03. the action was of inmost high schools, where only half an calculable effect on all the nation's
hour is given for lunch—the washing future. Negro regiments were raised,
facilities are very inadequate. Private officered by white men, and the aborolled in the
soap dishes, such as can be
litionists threw themselves Into the
individual towel, should be considered a
a
word.
for
stands
Each picture
of Union's struggle with added zeal.
necessary part of the school outfit
authorities
Money Is probably the chief factor to
There are as many letters in that word each pupil.
And echool
and
as there are numbers below the pic- should see to it that ample conveniences be reckoned on in every war.
ture. When all are deciphered aud ar- for a clean water supply are provided. money was what the south lacked. The
ranged iu numerical order they will Of course the individual drinking cup pinch arising from shortness of funds
has long before this been accepted as a and from absence of the sheer necessnell a sentence.
prime precaution against tbe spread of saries of life began to be cruelly felt
uinorucro.
No. 818.—Two Word· Talk Shop.
throughout the seceding states. Pres-

PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs'
Variety Store, Norway, Saturday, March
5, 1910, at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King
Kineo Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask
this advertiseyour friends to begin to save
ment for you.

YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION

Hie Wats of

rati or aim.
Po an persons Interested In «tther of th·
At a Probate Court, held at Pari*, la tad
Tueedar of
W the County of OxfOra, on tbe third thooaaad
the year of out Lord oas
J®
FJUJn
The
tea.
tollowlac^aW
Uf hundred am ». for t\
■ tf 1i ■ ilT·
■1—BaMt^jT Um MtlMtkmspoi
It Is hereby Obobbbd:
I
In
1—nw.··... be given to all pmou
to be
ereslsd, by causing a oopy of (hi· order
Oxthe
la
mbBahod burnt week· iuoomstvely
lord Democrat, a newspaper published at Sootha
at I
Parte, ta aald County, teat they may appear
Probate Coon to 6e held at aald Parla on
at
D.
A.
1910,
of
9,
rabruary,
he third Tueeday
there
>f the clock la the forenoon, and be heard
oause.
aee
hi If they
William Cmahnaaa late of Hartford, dethereof and
gased; will and petition for probate
Park or eome
I he appointment of lane B.
with the
admlnlatratrlx
aa
>ther aoltable peraon
■111 annexed pieaented by aald Emma B. Park,
will.
aald
la
named
>ne of the legatees
Ordaeaa M. Bowker late of Parla, dethereof
leased; will and petition for probate
ireaented by Jamea B. Bowker, the executor
named·
herein
Edmud T. Hartfbrd late of Porter, desensed; will and petition for probate thereof
ireeented by O. ▲. Morton, the executor therein
uuned.
Sarah D. Hawkins late of Norway, detruste·,
seased; resignation of Moaea P. etlle·,
lied and petition for the appointment of Eugene
P. Smith aa truetee of aald eatate presented by
Itepben B. Camming» and Prank H. Beck,

I

BEPOBB ALBBBT BENNETT, OILRAD,
TBIAL JUSTICB.
State v·. Albert Lufkla
S
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1» "

GKORGK M ATWOOD,
Treasurer of Oxford County

ROTICK.
The aubeerfber hereby gives eetloe that he
haa been duly appointed administrator of the

"^MILLER BUCK,

late of BeckSeld.
the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bond· aa the law directs. All persons bavin*
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to pmest the aame for settlement, and
all indebted thereto an reqnested to make pay
In

TOLMAN
»

A

COMPANY.
MAINS.

Jaa.l*iaM.
t

('

CHARLES H. PRINCE.
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